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Abstract

This paper explores the impact of incentives on employee performance in chain-type or-

ganizations, where workers’ efforts are interdependent on each other while the goals of all

workers are aligned. Using a novel information chain game, we examine the role of incentive

schemes and the procurement of costly additional information in promoting individual efforts

that align with organizational goals. Our results indicate that incentivizing workers based on

their own performance, and allowing them to verify information at low costs, leads to the best

outcomes in chain-type organizations. This way, the firm’s profit and agents’ incomes can

all be improved compared to incentivization based on the organizational goal. Additionally,

we find that there is no close correlation between an individual’s own effort level and their

elicited beliefs about the accuracy of the input coming from upstream agents. Our study

provides valuable insights into the design of effective incentive schemes and error prevention

strategies in chain-type organizations.

Keywords: information chains, errors, incentives, welfare, adaptive coding.

JEL Classification Codes: C72, C91, D83.

1 Introduction

In modern business organizations, the design and implementation of incentive schemes hold a

pivotal role in fostering employee motivation and aligning their objectives with the overarching

organizational goals (Holmström, 1979; Eisenhardt, 1989). This paper considers whether incentives

can play a role even when there are no divergent interests between employers and workers, simply

because mistakes happen. We develop a novel chain-type production setting whereby workers input

real efforts sequentially to transmit a piece of an original message from the beginning position to

the end.

To illustrate, consider a data analytical company where cohorts of workers receive raw data from

its clients to generate meaningful reports. Upstream workers do data cleaning while downstream

workers are in charge of running regressions and polishing results. Each worker’s individual efforts
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are interdependent with others while the firm only benefits from the final product. In chain-type

organizations, the lack of effort from a preceding worker directly impacts those that follow. For

instance, a poor job in data cleaning will inevitably affect the performance of the following work

of data analysis and results polishing. We aim to compare and contrast two prominent incentive

schemes in this chain-type organization: pay by individual performance and pay by final outcome.

We also consider the possibility of having source data verification, at either a low or a high cost.

Building upon the traditional principal-agent literature, we extend the analysis of incentive

effects to a contemporary, decentralized organizational model, which is becoming increasingly rele-

vant in the digital age. The rise of the Internet of Things and blockchain technology has led to the

emergence of decentralized organizations where the distinction between principal and agent blurs.

In such settings, as exemplified by the IBM data fabric marketplace, every participant can act both

as a producer and a project manager of data analysis tasks (Dey and Sarkar, 2022). This shift

challenges the conventional approach to incentive schemes. Instead of examining how incentive

schemes affect the conflict of interests between the principal (emplyers) and the agent (produc-

ers), our study explores how the principles of incentivizing own performance and final outcomes

adapt to this novel environment. We investigate the effectiveness of these incentive schemes in a

more autonomous production setting where agents themselves serve as a micro-firm to produce

micro-products (Tirole, 2018).

It seems at first glance that pay-by-own performance, i.e., performance-based incentives tied to

personal effort, could prevent shirking in chain-type organizations as in classical incentive theories

(Lazear and Rosen, 1981; Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1991; Baker et al., 2002). However, each

individual worker’s contributions to the firm are not homogeneous. From the perspective of the

firm, shirking by the first worker in the chain could be recovered by later positions, while shirking

by the last worker in the chain would be detrimental to the final product. Indeed, our theoretical

analysis indicates that pay-by-final outcome can be optimal in chain-type organizations.

Measuring individual and joint production, as a function of incentive schemes in a chain-type

organization, is difficult in real life, however. In order to test our predictions, we therefore conduct

a controlled laboratory experiment to replicate the setting. In the game, participants form into

cohorts of nine and perform an “information chain task” to copy and transmit an original message

from the first position to the ninth position. Participants receive the transcribed message from

the upstream player (except the first player in the chain who receives the original message from

the computer) and transmit their own transcription to the downstream player, creating a chain-

type production environment. We varied whether players were paid by their own performance

(Own treatments) or final output (Final treatments), and whether non-first players could pay

and see the original message at an extra (low or high) cost (Buy treatments). The opportunity for

non-first players to pay and see the original message allows us to examine workers’ willingness to

exert additional costly effort for joint production. For instance, receiving poor data from upstream

workers, the analyst might be willing to exert additional time to re-do the data cleaning to improve

the final output of the data analysis. We see our experiment as a first step to examining more

efficient incentive structures in chain-type organizations. More specifically, we aim to answer the

following four questions:

Q1. (Worker’s Effort) Do workers put effort differently under various incentive schemes?

Q2. (Final Outcome) Which incentive scheme will promote the best final outcome out of a

chain-type production?

Q3. (Firm’s Profit) Which is the most profitable way for the firm to promote workers’ team
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production?

Q4. (Social Welfare) Which incentive scheme promotes maximum social welfare, which in

essence is the social benefit—the value of the final product minus the social costs, where

the social costs comprise firm’s labor cost and workers’ additional effort exertion?

Our theoretical analysis predicts widespread shirking in Final, significantly higher effort levels

in Own, and even higher effort levels in Buy-own. However, the highest profitability and social

efficiency among treatments is theoretically attained in Buy-final, where the final agent in the

chain is predicted to bail out all others (who shirk in the efficient equilibrium). Our experimen-

tal analysis falsifies these predictions to a large extent. Firstly, regarding worker’s effort levels

(Q1), and unlike non-complementary team production environments (Nagin et al., 2002; Isaac

et al., 1994), shirking is rare under the Final incentive scheme, indicating fundamental differences

between pay-by-final and team compensation schemes in the literature. Moreover, participants

demonstrated statistically indistinguishable effort levels in Own compared to Final. Secondly,

with respect to final outcome (Q2), our results indicate that, despite similar effort levels at the

individual level, the cumulative project quality was notably superior in the Own incentive scheme

than in Final. The possibility of message verification further improved the output, particularly

evident in the Buy-own treatment, but it is less decisive than predicted. Concerning the firm’s

profit (Q3) and social efficiency (Q4), our answer is contingent upon the final project’s value, but

in most scenarios Buy-own with a low cost of message verification emerged as the optimal incen-

tive scheme. This suggests that incentivized autonomy in getting payoffs and seeking additional

information not only aligns with the firm’s interests but also improves overall social welfare within

chain-type organizations.

In addition to these main findings, we unearthed two notable insights into the mechanisms at

play. Firstly, the nonlinearity in error propagation became evident, leading to stark performance

differences although individual effort levels exhibited small gaps. Essentially, small differences in

performance at the beginning of the chain accumulate as work progresses, which leads to large

gaps in the final output quality. This discovery aligns with the evidence presented for Q1 and Q2.

However, given our theoretical predictions, it is not clear why participants exert indistinguishable

efforts across treatments in the first place. To delve deeper, we conducted a structural analysis to

discern the underlying motives driving participants’ choices regarding effort and message buying.

We find that participants’ effort levels are independent of their chain positions and of their beliefs

regarding the accuracy rate of the onscreen message. We have termed this phenomenon “belief

negligence”. To shed light on the driving factors behind it, we considered two alternative behavioral

explanations: adaptive coding (Wilcox, 2008) and projection (Breitmoser, 2019). In a structural

analysis of these cognitive constraints, we estimate that participants allocate their efforts based on

the projection of their own performance (80%), adaptive coding (20%), and essentially disregard

their subjective beliefs about the accuracy rate of the onscreen messages.

Taken together, our study provides valuable insights into organizational design and error prop-

agation, integrating economic and behavioral perspectives. Our findings underscore that imple-

menting a pay-by-own incentive structure, coupled with autonomy to exert additional effort, proves

to be efficient not only for the workers but also for overall social welfare, even when considering

associated costs. This aligns with conventional wisdom regarding the significance of individual

responsibility and empowerment, a point that has otherwise been made (Shilling and Mellor, 2001;

Deci, 1971). On a behavioral level, we unravel the drivers behind workers’ effort choices within

chain-type organizations, revealing a tendency to base their actions on projections of their own

abilities and performance rather than being significantly influenced by beliefs about others’ poten-
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tial behavior. This observation resonates with the longstanding discussion on intrinsic motivations

to contribute, emphasizing the meaningfulness of work (Pink, 2011; Ryan and Deci, 2000), and is

a promising starting point for future analyses.

Our structural analysis also sheds light on the cognitive processes associated with belief negli-

gence. Traditional game theorists often presume that individuals base their actions on the beliefs or

expectations regarding others’ strategies in strategic interactions. However, experimental findings

have frequently failed to establish a strong positive correlation between beliefs and actions (Ochs,

1995; Camerer, 2011). Addressing this disconnect, Bénabou and Tirole (2003) differentiate indi-

viduals’ motivations into intrinsic and extrinsic categories, emphasizing that intrinsic motivation

is not contingent on strategic considerations. Aligned with these intrinsic motivational concerns,

our study reveals that participants primarily determine their effort inputs by projecting their own

performance, essentially assuming others’ behavior mirrors their own (Breitmoser, 2019). This

finding enriches the discourse on the disparity between system 1 and system 2 thinking (Kahne-

man, 2011), positioning belief negligence as a manifestation of instinct-based system 1 reasoning.

It is worth noting that our real effort task imposed a time limit of 20 seconds; thus, the pressure

of time might have further undermined strategic considerations in system 2 thinking (Evans et al.,

2009).

In Section 2, we describe the experimental design and procedures. In Section 3 we present

the theoretical predictions. Section 4 presents the results regarding the main research questions.

Section 5 provides further discussions and concludes.

2 Experimental design

We present a novel experimental design that captures the production in chain-type organizations.

Participants were asked to do the transcribing task in a chain of 9 players and they were asked to

predict the accuracy of others. Our two main manipulations are incentive schemes and (availability

of) information collection, in specific we had the following factorial design:

(i) Incentive Scheme Manipulation (Between-subject): whether the reward is contingent on own

performance or final outcome. In Own treatments, participants are paid upon delivering the

original message accurately themselves; in Final treatments, payment is received if the last

player in the chain delivers the original message correctly.

(ii) Information Collection Manipulation (Between-subject): whether participants have the op-

tion to “Buy” the original message at extra cost during their copying task.

(iii) Information Cost (Within-subject): In Buy treatments, we vary the cost of the original

message, introducing both a High (c=15) and Low (c=3) cost condition.

2.1 Procedures Common to All Sessions

The experiment had two stages. The first stage was an individual task experiment. The second

stage was a group task in an information chain. Participants were given instructions separately at

the beginning of each stage.

Stage 1: Individual Task In Stage 1, participants were asked to do three tasks:
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1. A “copying task” where they were asked to replicate a string of numbers and letters of

fixed length and format under the time constraint of 20 seconds. We will call the string a

“message”.1

2. An “individual estimation task” where they were asked to estimate their own and others’

abilities to complete the copying task successfully, i.e. the probability that they would copy

the message correctly.

3. A “group estimation task” where they were asked to estimate the probability that 2, 3,...9

participants all replicate the message correctly (Details of the instructions can be seen in

Appendix B. Examples of the estimation tasks are in Appendix C.1).

All tasks were incentivized. Participants were paid by 50 yuan (around $7.42) for successful

completion of a randomly selected copying task, and 10 yuan for a randomly selected estimation

task.2 To make the estimation task incentive compatible, we implemented the binarized scoring

rule (BSR) by Wilson and Vespa (2018). Through these 3 tasks, we are able to test (1) how capable

participants are of replicating the message under the time constraint; (2) how they perceive others’

abilities to replicate the message (incentivized belief elicitation), and (3) how they perceive the

likelihood that 2, 3, . . . , n participants all replicate the message correctly.

Stage 2: Information Chain Task In stage 2, participants complete the copying task in the

context of an information chain. There are n subjects in an information chain (n ≥ 2), labelled

S1, . . . , Sn. S1 has a message to transmit, and this message gets transmitted to S2, who has to

transmit it to S3, and so on up to Sn. We label S1 as the original message.

In our experiment, we set n = 9. We call the task of transmitting the original message across

9 participants the “information chain task”. Before participants started to copy the message, they

were asked to predict the probability that the message they received from the upstream, either

from the computer or from the participant in the previous position, was the same as the original

message. After confirming the estimation, participants were directed to the next page where the

timer would start to count down and the participant had 20 seconds to replicate the message.

Participants were divided into cohorts of 9 participants in a session. We used a pre-determined

matching protocol to make the 9 participants in a cohort complete 9 information chain tasks

concurrently. Specifically, participants were always position 1 in the first information chain they

participated. After all participants completed the copying task in position 1, they moved to position

2 in their second information chain, and so on. After all participants finished the task in position 8

as in their 8th information chain, they moved to the last position in each of their 9th information

chains. After the completion of the 9th information chain task, participants moved to the next

round. In total, participants completed 4 rounds, each consisting of 9 information chain tasks.

The position of participants in each chain is predetermined (details can be seen in Appendix C) in

order to make the concurrent chain possible and efficient. By this we mean that each participant is

in 9 different positions exactly once in the 9 different chains, and the chance that each participant

meets the same upstream player is minimized to reduce confounding from experience effect.

The message used in each copying task were randomly drawn from a pre-determined message

pool of 90 randomly generated messages with a fixed structure. The structure is obtained from a

1A message has 12 characters and the 6th and 12th characters of the message are always special characters, and
the characters in other positions are always non-special ones (i.e. letters or numbers). An example of the string can
be seen in the Appendix B.

2The exchange rate used to convert the experimental payment was based on the rate prevailing at the time of
the experiment.
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pilot experiment to ensure the accuracy rate is around 95%. To avoid learning, messages used in

Stage 1 would never be used in Stage 2 for all participants.

At the end of the experiment, participants completed a set of standard inventory of psychology

and economic questionnaires. Including a numeracy task; risk attitude elicitation using the Bomb

Risk Elicitation Task (Crosetto and Filippin, 2013); Cognitive Reflection Task (Frederick, 2005);

and an array of demographic questions. The three tasks are incentives with a maximum payment

of 15.9 yuan.3

2.2 Incentive scheme manipulation

Depending on the treatment, participants were incentivized in different ways (incentive scheme

manipulation). In Own treatments, a copying task is successful if participants copied the original

message correctly themselves, irrespective of other players in the information chain; whereas in

Final treatments, a copying task is counted as successful only if the last player in the information

chain copied the message correctly, irrespective of whether the participant herself (if not the last

player in the chain) copied the message correctly.

2.3 Information collection manipulation

In Buy treatments, participants were given the opportunity to buy the original message during the

copying task (information collection manipulation). We used a within-subject design to examine

the effect of the monetary costs of information collection. The cost of the original message can

either be high (15 yuan) or low (3 yuan). Participants complete the information chain task with

high information collection costs for 2 rounds, with low information collection costs for another 2

rounds. We counterbalanced the order of the information costs to reduce any ordering effect. If

participants choose to buy the original message, the original message, together with the message

transmitted by the upstream participant, will appear on the screen in the copying task.

Table 1: Features of Experimental Sessions

Incentive Information Cost of No. subjects
Treatment scheme collection message (cohort)

Final Final No NA 63 (7)
Own Own No NA 63 (7)
Buy-final Final Yes 3/15 63 (7)
Buy-own Own Yes 3/15 63 (7)
Total 252 (28)

Notes: Each session has either 2 or 3 cohorts, i.e. 18 or 27 participants.

Each treatment consists of 3 sessions. Message cost varies: 3 or 15

yuan across the first (rounds 1-2) and second halves (rounds 3-4) of the

experiment, randomized at the cohort level.

2.4 Summary

In sum, we conducted four treatments with a 2-by-2 factorial design varying incentive schemes and

information collection. Each experimental session consists of either 18 or 27 participants, in total

3The numeracy task and the cognitive reflection task have fixed piece rate payment at a maximum of 3Yuan/task.
Earnings from the bomb risk elicitation task depend on risk attitudes and luck, ranging from 0 to 9.9 yuan. Details
of the three tasks including instructions can be seen in the Appendix C.3.
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we have 63 participants (7 cohorts) per treatment. All treatments have 36 tasks, giving us 252

cohort-task observations per treatment.

Table 1 summarizes the features of experimental sessions across treatments. In sum, 12 in-

dependent sessions were conducted at the laboratory of the Center for Behavior and Economic

Research (CBER) at Wuhan University from December 2021 to March 2022. A total of 252 par-

ticipants were recruited from the lab’s standard subjects pool. All tasks were computerized using

o-Tree (Chen et al., 2016). Sessions lasted about 50 to 65 minutes. Participants were paid a

20 yuan participation fee in addition to their experimental earnings. The average earnings per

participant were 50.42 yuan.

3 Theory

The model The set of players is N = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Each player i ∈ N observes a message and

has to choose an effort level ei ∈ [0, 1] when transcribing the message to send it to the next player.

Effort induces a disutility but increases the probability that the message is transcribed correctly.

We assume that the probability pi of correctly transcribing the message equates with the effort

level ei. This assumption is without loss of generality, as any other functional relation between

probability pi and effort ei, say pi = f(ei), can be captured by modifying the utility function

discussed below (as long as f is monotonic). Given a strategy profile e = (ei)i∈N , the probability

that the original message is transcribed correctly by all players is thus simply
∏

i ei. Player i’s

utility from income wi and effort level ei is u(wi, ei), where wealth increases utility (uw > 0),

with weakly diminishing marginal utility and thus potential risk aversion (uww ≤ 0), disutility of

effort (ue < 0), concavity (uee < 0), and for simplicity additive separability of wealth and effort

(uwe = 0).

By the order of moves described above, the computer first generates the original message, the

n players are arranged sequentially in a random order, and each player is informed of their own

position in the sequence. The first player in this order is shown the original message and attempts

to copy it, the resulting character string is shown to the second player, who then attempts to copy

it, and so on, until all n players of the sequence have attempted to copy the character string shown

to them (respectively). We refer to the message submitted by the final player as the final message.

Player i’s income depends on the treatment. In the treatment Final, i’s income is X = 50 if the

final message equates with the original message (being 0 otherwise), and in the treatment Own,

i’s income is X = 50 if the message submitted by i equates with the original message (being 0

otherwise).

In our other two treatments, each player has the option to replace the message received from

the previous player with the original message, which comes at costs κ > 0. We denote the decision

whether to ”buy the original message” as m = {buy,not}. Along the lines discussed above, we

distinguish the Buy-Final and Buy-Own treatments depending on which message is payoff-

relevant for the players.

Predictions Final As indicated, in the Final condition, player i’s utility is u(X, ei) if the final

message is correct, in which case all players collect the prize X = 50. Otherwise, it is u(0, ei). The

expected utility of player i in treatment Final, given the effort profile e = (e1, . . . , en), is denoted
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as Ufin
i (e) and defined as

Ufin
i (e) = u(X, ei) ·

∏
j∈N

ej + u(0, ei) ·
[
1−

∏
j∈N

ej

]
=

(
u(X, ei)− u(0, ei)

)
·
∏
j∈N

ej + u(0, ei).

Let v(X) = u(X, ei) − u(0, ei) denote the utility gain i assigns to winning the prize X, which is

independent of ei by separability. This yields

Ufin
i (e) = v(X)

∏
j∈N

ej + u(0, ei).

Slightly abusing notation, we write uw(wi) = uw(wi, ei), as the partial derivative of u with respect

to w is independent of ei by u’s separability, and similarly, we write ue(ei) = ue(wi, ei). Thus,

player i’s effort level ei in response to e−i is optimal if

∂Ufin
i (e)

∂ei
= v(X)

∏
j ̸=i

ej + ue(ei) = 0.

Next, for any non-empty N ′ ⊆ N , let µi(N
′) :=

∏
j∈N ′ ej denote i’s belief about the probability

that all players in j ∈ N ′ correctly transcribe the message they receive (respectively). By conven-

tion, µ(∅) = 1. Slightly abusing notation, we write µi(j ̸= i) instead of µi

(
{j ∈ N | j ̸= i}

)
. Thus,

the first order condition is

µi(j ̸= i) · v(X) + ue(ei) = 0,

implying the optimal effort level

e∗i = u−1
e

(
− µi(j ̸= i) · v(X)

)
.

By ue, uee < 0, it follows that e∗i is increasing in i’s belief µi(j ̸= i) about the accuracy of others,

implying that effort levels are strategic complements. Additionally, e∗i is increasing in i’s utility

gain v(X). By standard utility representations of risk aversion, such as CRRA v(X) = xα/α,

standard values of α ∈ [0.5, 1] and our value of X = 50, higher levels of risk aversion (lower α)

imply lower values of v(X), and in this sense, e∗i is predicted to be decreasing in risk aversion.

In order to understand the relation of effort and ability, let us assume that a higher ability

reduces the disutility of exerting effort. Such an interaction can be represented by a parameter

β in the partial derivative ue(ei) = −βei, which induces a quadratic disutility of effort and is

compatible with our assumptions ue, uee < 0. Here, high ability implies low β and the first-order

condition simplifies to

µi(j ̸= i) · v(X)− βei = 0 ⇔ e∗i =
1

β
· µi(j ̸= i) · v(X).

This implies that the optimal effort is decreasing in β and thus increasing in ability.

Predictions Own As indicated, in the Own condition, player i’s payoff is X if the message

submitted by player i equates with the original message, i.e. if all players up to and including i

transcribed the message correctly. Otherwise, it is 0.

Uown
i (e) = u(X, ei) ·

∏
j≤i

ej + u(0, ei) ·
[
1−

∏
j≤i

ej

]
= v(X) ·

∏
j≤i

ej + u(0, ei),
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and using the notation introduced above, player i’s optimal effort now satisfies the first-order

condition

µi(j < i) · v(X) + ue(ei) = 0,

implying the optimal effort level

e∗i = u−1
e

(
− µi(j < i) · v(X)

)
.

Mechanically, µi(j < i) ≥ µi(j ̸= i) for all players i, with the inequality being strict for all but

the final player i = n. Intuitively, in the Own treatment, the probability that i’s effort is payoff

relevant does not depend on the accuracy of subsequent players in the sequence, implying that this

probability is higher for all but the final player. Hence, when we hold beliefs about the accuracy

of other players constant, we have a primary effect that all but the final player will exert higher

effort in Own than in Final. Under rational expectations, players anticipate this and thus all but

the first player will have more optimistic beliefs in Own than in Final (notably including the final

player). Since more optimistic beliefs imply even higher effort levels, this secondary effect reinforces

the primary one, and overall, all players (including the first and the final one) are predicted to

exert higher effort in Own than in Final. Further, higher levels of risk aversion r imply lower

values of v(X), and in this sense, e∗i is again predicted to be decreasing in risk aversion, as in

Final.

Predictions Buy-own In Buy-own, if i does not buy the original message, we again obtain

expected utilities

Ubuyown
i (m = not, e) = v(X) ·

∏
j≤i

ej + u(0, ei).

The corresponding optimal effort level satisfies (as in Own)

µi(j < i) · v(X) + ue(ei) = 0.

The difference to Own is that in Buy-own, the subjective beliefs µi(j < i) are weakly higher

than in Own. This is a consequence of the possibility to buy the original message, which players

preceding any i > 1 have done with non-negative probability. This implies that the belief of any

i > 1 is predicted to be weakly more optimistic in Buy-own, which induces any i > 1 to exert

weakly higher effort in Buy-own than in Own and thus reinforces the (weakly) more optimistic

beliefs in Buy-own. Any player i believing that any preceding player j with 1 < j < i has bought

the original message with positive probability, will thus have strictly more optimistic belief (ceteris

paribus) in Buy-own than in Own and exert strictly more effort.

When buying the original message, the expected payoff of any player i is

Ubuyown
i (m = buy, e) = u(X − κ, ei) · ei + u(0− κ, ei) ·

[
1− ei

]
,= v(X,κ) · ei + u(0, ei),

using κ to denote the costs of buying the original message and v(X,κ) = u(X−κ, ei)−u(0−κ, ei).

Assuming diminishing marginal utility of money (uww < 0), v(X,κ) ≥ v(X) obtains, i.e. we assign

a weakly higher relative value to transcribing the message correctly once we have spent the money

to buy the original message. In this case, the corresponding optimal effort level is weakly greater

than the predicted effort level for players in position 1 in Own, and it is strictly greater for players
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i > 1 in Buy-own than for players in the same position in Own. For, after buying the original

message, players have a higher incentive to exert effort, as effort is more likely to pay off.

Predictions Buy-final Predictions are a little more difficult to obtain for Buy-final, as the

equilibrium is not unique. However, if there is an equilibrium where message buying occurs with

positive probability (which is true under our calibration of message difficulty and buying costs, as

discussed below), then the payoff-dominant and socially efficient equilibrium implies that the last

player will buy the original message with probability 1, and nobody else does. In this equilibrium,

the final player will give “maximum” effort (at the same level as player 1 in Own), implying

that the final message is correct with high probability, while no other player exerts any effort

anticipating that any effort would be going to waste considering that the final player is going to

buy the original message anyway. Naturally, this strict equilibrium prediction is not going to be

observed exactly, but qualitatively, in relation to the other treatments, we obtain the following

hypotheses regarding individual effort levels and final messages.

H1. (Worker’s Effort) By individual effort ei, we predict Buy-own ≥ Own > Final> Buy-

final for all but the final player, and we predict Buy-final > Buy-own ≥ Own > Final

for the final player.

H2. (Final Outcome) Cumulatively, regarding the probability of the final message being correct,

we predict Buy-final > Buy-own ≥ Own > Final.

The weak inequalities ≥ are predicted to be strict for any subject believing that a preceding

player has bought the original message with positive probability (regarding individual effort) and if

there is any player believing that a preceding player has bought the original message with positive

probability (regarding final outcome).

Predicted effect size To give an idea of the predicted effect size, let us specify individual

utilities as

u(x, ei) = xα/α− βe2i /2

with α as individual risk attitude and β as individual ability parameter. Thus, ue(ei) = −βei,

implying that the first-order condition in Own simplifies to

eOwn
i = u−1

e

(
− µi(j < i) · v(X)

)
= µi(j < i) · v(X)/β.

Below, we shall model decision making structurally using a model allowing for logistic errors, but

for now, let us assume that player i is rational. We calibrated the difficulty of the task such that

we expect the accuracy rate of the player in position i = 1 in Own to be around .95, and since

µi(j < i) = 1 for the first player in the sequence, this implies that e∗i = .95 = v(X)/β. Now

contrast this with a player in position 1 in the Final treatment. If this player believes that every

other player exerts the same level of effort as player 1 in Own, this yields the optimal effort level

(ceteris paribus)

eFinali = µi(j ̸= i) · v(X)/β = .958 · .95 = .63

as a first approximation. Let us assume that this player anticipates that every other is similar

to her. As a second approximation, she thus expects the messages of others to be correct with a
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probability of just .63, and her optimal effort level is predicted to decline to a level close to zero,

eFinali = µi(j ̸= i) · v(X)/β = .638 · .95 = .024.

Skipping further iterations, this shows that we can expect to see enormous differences between

Final and Own—with accuracy rates close to 0 in the former and close to the 1 in the latter

treatments, as far as the first players in the sequences are concerned. Given this prediction, we

do not provide explicit power calculations—if the model is correct, the differences are predicted

to be significant in any reasonably sized experiment. Obviously, for agents in later positions, the

accuracy rate is predicted to converge to zero in Own as well, albeit at a slower rate than in Final.

Overall, in sequences of 9 players, the final message is predicted to be correct with a probability

indistinguishable from zero in both Final and Own.

This is different for Buy-own, where players are predicted to buy the original message if their

subjective belief about the accuracy of the message submitted to them is sufficiently pessimistic.

This rules out a convergence of accuracy rates to zero. Assuming that the own accuracy rate is

.95, then the difference in expected payoffs from not buying and buying the original message,

uNot Buy(x, ei)− uBuy(x, ei) = µi(j < i) · .95 ·Xα/α− 1 · .95 ·Xα/α+ κ,

where κ denotes the costs of buying the original message. Assuming risk neutrality (α = 1), this

difference is positive if

κ ≥
(
1− µi(j < i)

)
· .95 ·X ⇔ µi(j < i) ≥ 1− κ

.95 ·X
.

In our low-cost treatments, κ/X = 3/50, the threshold belief is .936 under risk neutrality. That

is, every other subject in the chain is predicted to buy the original message, implying that beliefs

as well as accuracy rates never drop below .90. In our high-cost treatments, κ/X = 15/50, the

threshold belief is .684 under risk neutrality. Here, every fourth subject is predicted to buy the

original message ceteris paribus, i.e. loosely speaking the fifth and the ninth player in the sequence if

all are homogeneous. Either way, convergence to zero is prevented effectively, and allowing players

to buy the original message is predicted to be necessary for accurate information transmission.

In Buy-final, finally, with the final player buying the original message and putting in max-

imum effort in equilibrium, we have the highest possible probability of the final message being

correct at the lowest possible message buying costs. Hence, profits as well as welfare are predicted

to be maximized here. Overall, we thus predict Buy-final > Buy-own > Final ≈ 0 > Own in

terms of both profits and welfare, but let us translate this into purely qualitative predictions for

our main hypotheses. To this end, let V denote the value that the firm assigns to the final message

being correct, let cf (e) denote the expected labor costs under effort profile e = (e1, . . . , en), and

let cb(m) denote the expected message buying costs born by the agents.

H3. (Firm’s Profits) The firm’s profits P = V ·
∏

i ei−cf (e) are predicted to satisfy Buy-final

> Buy-own > Final > Own.

H4. (Agents’ Income) The agents’ income I = cf (e)− cb(m) is predicted to satisfy Buy-final

> Buy-own > Own > Final.

H5. (Social Welfare) The social welfare W = V ·
∏

i ei − cb(m) is also predicted to satisfy

Buy-final > Buy-own > Final > Own.

Buying the original message of later subjects is necessary to transmit the original correctly,
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implying that Buy treatments are the profit-maximizing way for the employer and the welfare-

maximizing way to promote workers’ team production.

Alternative hypothesis Part of our motivation for running the experiment is that we do not ex-

pect the above predictions to be close to the actual behavior. The theoretical predictions notwith-

standing, it is not immediately intuitive that effort levels of human subjects are as sensitive to

beliefs about the accuracy of others as outlined above and that predictions will be supported. An

alternative hypothesis is that subjects disregard the (in)accuracy of others and simply attempt to

adequately do their own job—intuitively by trading off costs and benefits of transcribing the own

message correctly.

A formal foundation for this alternative hypothesis is so-called adaptive coding (Tremblay and

Schultz, 1999; Padoa-Schioppa and Rustichini, 2014; Camerer et al., 2017): in brains, the perceived

utilities of options are encoded via neuronal firing, and the neuronal firing rate adapts to the range

of possible outcomes. In any decision problem, the best possible outcome is assigned the maximal

firing rate (about 100 Hz) and the worst possible outcome is assigned the minimal firing rate (0

Hz). This way, the scale of the expected payoffs is predicted to be factored out. In our context,

this scale is closely related to the probability that their own effort is payoff relevant.

Formally, the maximum utility is obtained by transmitting the message correctly using an

effort level ei close to zero, maxu ≈ µi(j < i) · Xα/α − 0, and the minimum utility is obtained

by transmitting the message incorrectly using an effort level ei close to one, minu ≈ 0α/α − 1/2.

Hence, the range of possible utilities is µi(j < i) ·Xα/α + 1/2. If this range is factored out, then

the scale-invariant utility representation is

u(x, ei) =
µi(j < i) · ei · v(X)− βe2i /2

µi(j < i) · v(X) + 1/2
.

This representation is simply a linear transformation of the original utility function. Such rescaling

does not affect behavior of rational decision makers under expected utility. Under stochastic choice,

i.e. if decision makers are not perfectly rational, such rescaling has important implications, however.

Wilcox (2008, 2011) and Breitmoser (2021) demonstrate this for the canonical model of logistic

errors in choice. We will discuss this in more detail below, as part of our structural analysis

of behavior, but the main implication will be that behavior is independent of anything relating

to utility scale: the accuracy of others and the value of the prize. Under this model, effort is

essentially determined by an individual skill/noise parameter, which implies that treatment effects

on effort levels are predicted to be insignificant and that effort levels are predicted to be position

independent, which serves as our alternative hypothesis. We will revisit this alternative hypothesis

in our structural analysis below.

4 Results

In this section, we present the results of the laboratory experiment. Subsection 4.1 provides

an overview of key outcome variables used in the analysis. Subsection 4.2 unveils our primary

discoveries concerning worker’s effort and final outcome (Hypotheses 1 and 2). Subsection 4.3

reports our findings regarding firm’s profit, workers’ income and social welfare (Hypotheses 3, 4,

and 5). Subsection 4.4 and Section 4.5 delves into the underlying motives behind worker’s effort

level.
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4.1 Overview

In each treatment, we organized the experiment into 7 independent blocks, each consisting of

9 players who completed 36 copying tasks over 4 rounds. Within each round, there were nine

tasks, featuring nine concurrent information chains with predetermined player positions, as detailed

in Table A8 in the appendix. In total, this setup resulted in 2268 individual-task observations

and 252 firm-task observations per treatment. Randomization of individual characteristics across

treatments is reported in Table 2, indicating balanced samples across treatments.

The key outcome variables utilized in our analysis encompass four elements. Firstly, Mi,t acts

as an indicator to assess the correct copying of the on-screen message in task t, either 0 or 1,

with summary statistics provided in Table 3. Mi,t is the key measurement of the effort level of

workers. Secondly, Si,t serves as an indicator to assess the correct copying of the original message

in task t, either 0 or 1, with summary statistics provided in Table 4. Si,t determines worker and

firms’ payoffs. Thirdly, bi,t denotes whether player i buys the original message in round t (when

applicable), either 0 or 1, with the total number of times players bought the original message is

reported in Table 3. bi,t tells us whether the worker is willing to exert additional costly effort,

through buying the original message, in the task. Lastly µi,t represents the belief held by subject

i concerning the correctness of the on-screen message displayed in task t, ranging from 0 to 1 as a

probability, and its summary statistics can be found in Table A1 in the Appendix.

Table 2: Randomization balance checks

Age Economic Female CRT Numeracy BRET Practice
Treatment (%) (%) (in 3) (in 6) (in 100) (out of 2)

Final 20.3 39.7 54.0 2.4 5.9 39.4 1.1
Own 20.3 47.6 58.7 2.5 5.9 39.7 1.3
Buy-final 21.1 57.1 71.4 2.3 5.9 38.9 1.0
Buy-own 23.9 36.5 66.7 2.5 5.9 38.8 1.0
Total 21.2 47.1 63.0 2.4 5.9 39.8 1.1
χ2 3.03 4.80 3.46 4.60 0.40 0.42 5.17
p− value 0.39 0.19 0.33 0.20 0.94 0.94 0.16

Notes: This table reports the average values of socioeconomic variables across treatments.

“Practice” reports the number of times participants copied the original message correctly in

the two practice rounds. We conducted a balance test separately for each variable with the

Kruskal-Wallis test, d.f = 3, χ2 and p − value are reported. The distribution of individual

characteristics does not differ significantly across treatments. For an overall test of balance

across the 7 variables, F − statistic = 1.54 (p = 0.15).

For an overview, Figure 1 plots the mean values of key variables by positions across treatment.

It can be seen from the figure that participants appear more likely to succeed in the task, i.e.,

copying the original message correctly, when buying message option is available, and when they

are paid by their own performance rather than final outcome (Figure 1b). In contrast, effort

levels, as indicated by copying the on-screen message correctly, do not vary systematically across

treatments(Figure 1a), indicating that effort levels do not necessarily predict the variations in

performance outcomes across treatments. For message buying behavior, one clear pattern is that

participants are more likely to buy the original message in the later positions, which is consistent

with a more pessimistic belief of receiving the original message in later positions, as seen in Figure 1c

and 1d.

In the subsequent sections, we will first examine our performance-specific hypotheses, the ex-

ertion levels of workers and the final output, indicated by Mi,t and Si,t respectively (Section 4.2).

Next, we will analyze payoff-specific hypotheses, including the firm’s profitability, workers’ income
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and the broader social welfare (Section 4.3).

Table 3: Accuracy rate of copying on-screen message by treatment and message-buying behavior

Final Own Buy-final Buy-own
Position Not Buy Buy(#) All Not buy Buy(#) All

1 92.5 94.0 92.0 100.0(3) 92.1 95.5 83.3(6) 95.2
2 89.7 93.7 94.5 100.0(16) 94.8 95.2 96.0(25) 95.2
3 94.0 96.0 95.7 100.0(20) 96.0 96.3 97.0(33) 96.4
4 94.8 97.6 95.5 100.0(28) 96.0 96.7 93.0(43) 96.0
5 95.2 94.8 97.3 100.0(33) 97.6 96.1 100.0(45) 96.8
6 94.0 95.2 96.7 100.0(38) 97.2 98.5 98.1(53) 98.4
7 94.4 98.8 96.7 95.3(43) 96.4 97.5 98.0(50) 97.6
8 94.8 97.6 96.1 97.9(47) 96.4 99.0 92.6(54) 97.6
9 96.0 96.4 96.1 91.9(99) 94.4 96.5 95.1(82) 96.0
Total 94.0 96.0 95.5 96.6(327) 95.7 96.8 95.9(391) 96.6

Notes. This table reports the average rate of copying the on-screen message correctly in each

treatment. In Buy treatments, we report the accuracy rate for participants who bought and did

not buy the original message separately and in conjunction. In total, there are 252 observations,

63 participants in 4 rounds, in each position per treatment.

Table 4: Summary statistics of accuracy rate of copying original message correctly

Position Final Own Buy-final Buy-own
Pooled Low-cost High-cost Pooled Low-cost High-cost

1 92.5 94.0 92.1 89.7 94.4 95.2 93.7 96.8
2 83.7 88.5 87.3 83.3 91.3 90.9 92.9 88.9
3 79.4 85.3 84.5 79.4 89.7 88.5 90.5 86.5
4 75.8 83.3 84.1 81.0 87.3 86.9 89.7 84.1
5 72.6 79.8 84.9 83.3 86.5 86.9 91.3 82.5
6 68.7 75.4 84.1 82.5 85.7 87.3 91.3 83.3
7 65.1 74.2 84.5 84.9 84.1 86.9 92.1 81.7
8 62.7 71.8 83.7 83.3 84.1 87.7 90.5 84.9
9 60.7 68.3 85.7 88.1 83.3 88.5 92.1 84.9
Total 73.5 80.1 85.7 84.0 87.4 88.8 91.5 86.0

Note. This table reports individual average rate of copying original message correctly by position

and treatment. In total, there are 252 observations, 63 participants in 4 rounds, in each position per

treatment.

4.2 Effort and Final Outcome

Did workers exert more effort when they were paid based on their own performance rather than the

final outcome in chain-type organizations? And how did it affect the final outcome? To examine

these questions, we estimate the effects of incentive schemes (treatment) using the random effect

logit model.

Mi,t(Si,t) = β0 + β1Treat+ β2ni,t + β3t+ β4ai + β5µi,t + δiXi + ϵi,t (1)

The coefficient of interest is the treatment effect (β1), we control for positions in the chain

and task number, subjects’ belief of the correctness of the on-screen message, as well as their

transcribing ability and other individual characteristics. Standard errors are clustered at the

subject level. In order to maintain clarity throughout this paper, we consistently use the following

notations: t indicates the task number (1, 2, . . . , 36). ni,t denotes the position in the chain of subject
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(a) On-screen message copied correctly (b) Original message copied correctly

(c) Buy original message (d) Belief of receiving original message

Figure 1: Summary statistics by position and treatment

i in task t. ai is the ability indicator of player i, measured by copying the original message in Part

1 and in the two practice rounds; ri is the risk indicator of player i, generated by ri = ki

100−ki
,

where ki denotes the number of boxes collected in BRET task. A risk neutral player has ri = 1;

risk aversion ri < 1; risk seeking ri > 1. In our experiment, the mean and standard deviation of

ri are r̄i = 1.04(sd = 1.31). Finally, κi,t represents the costs of buying the original message for

player i in round t.

Result 1 (Worker’s Effort). Participants exhibit non-distinguishable efforts across treatments:

Buy-own ≥ Own ≥ Buy-final ≥ Final, with the weak “≥” sign indicating a slight mean

increase but lacking statistical significance. These results reject Hypothesis 1.

Support. Support for Result 1 comes from Figure 1a, Table 3 and Table A2. It could be seen

from Figure 1a and Table 3 that the average proportion of participants copying on-screen message

correctly, ranging from 94.0% to 96.6% across treatment, remains fairly consistent across treatments

and positions. This suggests that participants don’t differentiate their effort input based on their

beliefs regarding message accuracy. This observation aligns with the notion of adaptive coding,

rather than our benchmark model, which would predict minimal effort exertion, particularly in the

Final condition and in later positions. To control for prior beliefs of receiving an accurate on-screen

message, experience at the copying task, positions in the chain, and other demographic variables,

Table A2 reports regression results based on model 1 where we use Final as a baseline treatment.

Overall, the treatment effect on effort levels, if any, is only marginal. In addition, we examine

exclusively players in the last position (n = 9) and the results are qualitatively similar. Participants

also exert similar efforts across treatments in the last position. In contrast, transcribing ability -

indicated by performance in Part 1 and practice rounds- and experience -measured by task number-

significantly impact effort levels.
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Result 2 (Final Outcome). Final outcome significantly improves with message-buying opportunity:

Buy-own ≥ Buy-final > Own ≥ Final. For this and the following results, strict inequality

(>) indicates statistical significance at the 1%, and weak inequality (≥) indicates not statistically

significant. These findings provide partial support for Hypothesis 2.

Support. Support for Result 2 come from Figure 1b, Table 4 and Table 6a. We see in Result 1

that workers exert non-differential effort levels across incentives schemes; how about their final

joint performance? An intuitive prediction would be an absence of treatment effect persists in

final outcomes. However, our findings strongly oppose this notion. First, Figure 1b underscores

the escalating gaps in the proportion of participants who copied the original message correctly –a

payoff-relevant metric for all in Own and for the last player (P9) in Final. These gaps increase

consistently across treatments as a function of position, indicating a persistent and consistent

treatment effect on final outcomes. Furthermore, when we focus on the final outcome –whether P9

copied the original message correctly or not– Table 4 reveals substantial variation across treatments,

from 88.8% in Buy-own, 85.7% in Buy-final to 80.1% in Own and 73.5% in Final. To account

for potential experience effect and individual heterogeneity, Table 5 presents regression analysis

based on model 1 regarding copying the original message correctly (Si,t). The two treatment

variables are whether participants were paid by their own performance (Own) and whether message

buying is allowed (Buy). As we can see, allowing for message buying has a significant boosting

effect on final outcome (p < 0.01 for Buy). Pay-by-own also increases final outcome compared

to pay-by-final while the effects are smaller and as a result statistically significant only in the

regressions employing the whole dataset (models 1-3). The results remain robust when we separate

the treatment indicator variables, as seen in Table A3 in the Appendix.

4.3 Profit, Income and Welfare

In the preceding sections, we present the results from the worker’s production perspective, we will

now turn our attention to the firm’s and workers’ payoffs as well as social welfare. These results will

shed light on policy implications, e.g., which incentive scheme is optimal to boost profit (income)

for the firm (workers)? And which way is best for society as a whole in the context of chain-type

organizations?

Result 3 (Firm’s Profit and Agents’ Income). (a) Firms maximize profit by motivating workers

through own performance incentives and granting autonomy—an ability to seek information—

for additional effort for most project values: Buy-own ≥ Buy-final > Own = Final.

These results provide partial support for Hypothesis 3.

(b) Workers optimize their income through individual performance incentives and benefit from

the autonomy to exert additional effort: Buy-own ≥ Buy-final > Own > Final. These

results provide partial support for Hypothesis 4.

Support. Support for Result 3 comes from Table 6a, Table 7 and Figure 2. The firm’s profit can

be decomposed into two elements: benefit and cost. The benefit is measured as the expected value

of the final production, denoted as V ·S9
f,t, where S

9
f,t indicates whether the last player in the firm

copied the original message correctly. The cost is the sum of payments to all workers in the firm

(Cf ). Further, we calculate the workers’ income by subtracting the additional costs they incur for

purchasing extra messages. Table 6a summarizes the average profit for firms at varying project
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Table 5: Copying original message correctly across treatment: Random effect logit model

All Positions Last Position Only
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dep Var: Copying original message correctly Si,t

Buy 0.760*** 0.801*** 0.692*** 1.515*** 1.586*** 1.267***
(0.153) (0.163) (0.145) (0.316) (0.329) (0.321)

Own 0.344** 0.364** 0.328** 0.363 0.380 0.394*
(0.148) (0.157) (0.142) (0.235) (0.247) (0.230)

Buy×Own -0.0569 -0.0663 -0.166 -0.102 -0.109 -0.0923
(0.186) (0.196) (0.187) (0.411) (0.427) (0.434)

Position (ni,t) -0.211*** -0.217*** 0 0
(0.0144) (0.0153) (.) (.)

Task number (t) 0.0334*** 0.0336*** -0.0250 -0.0282
(0.00334) (0.00338) (0.0228) (0.0229)

Task number ( 1
t
) -0.688*** -0.682*** -19.40*** -20.06***

(0.187) (0.188) (6.951) (7.028)

Belief (µi,t) 0.00394** 0.00688*
(0.00179) (0.00359)

Buy message (bi,t) 1.858*** 1.223***
(0.232) (0.389)

Constant 1.126*** 1.723*** 1.041 0.494*** 2.198** 0.909
(0.123) (0.165) (0.885) (0.179) (0.913) (2.146)

Controls for individual characteristics ✓ ✓

Observations 9072 9072 9000 1008 1008 1000

Notes. The outcome variable for all regressions is copying the original message correctly (Si,t). Columns
1-3 encompass data from all positions; Columns 4-6 consider solely the last position. Columns 3 and 6
also control for individual characteristics: Risk seeking (ri), CRT (ai), numeracy ability, age, gender, and
whether majored in economics (a full version of this table can be seen in the Appendix Table A3). Missing
values in columns 3 & 6 are due to a lack of answers in the demographic questionnaire. Standard errors
clustered at the subject level are in parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.

values and the aggregate income of workers in a firm. It is observed that, at lower project values

(V = 500), firms operating under the Own model experience negative profits due to elevated

labor costs (Cf ). The break-even point for equalizing profits between Own and Final schemes

is identified at a project value of V = 1146, where each yields a profit of 422.4. With increasing

project values, the Buy-own scheme consistently outperforms the Buy-final, followed by Own

and Final.4

4For brevity, certain repetitive statistics, such as the accuracy rate of the final outcome S9
f,t, are excluded from

this table. A more detailed extension of these statistics is available in the Appendix A4a.
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Table 6: Performance and welfare analysis

(a) Summary of payoff and profit

Final Own Buy-final Buy-own
Pooled Cost=3 Cost=15 Pooled Cost=3 Cost=15

Firm’s profit: V · S9
f,t − Cf

V = 500 30.3 -18.8 42.8 44.1 41.5 43.1 48.6 37.6
V = 1146 422.4 422.4 596.4 613.2 579.6 614.8 643.6 586.1
V = 1200 455.2 459.3 642.7 660.8 624.6 662.6 693.3 631.9
Indifferent V Final = Own Buy-final = Final Buy-own = Final

Vind =
Chigh−Clow

Shigh−Slow
1146 450 454

% ROR
S9
f,t

Cf
22.2 19.0 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.4 21.9

Labor cost (Cf ) 273.2 360.3 385.7 396.4 375 399.4 411.9 386.9
Cost buy (Cb) 0 0 9.5 5 13.9 11.6 5.9 17.3

Agents’ income I: cf (e)− cb(m)
273.2 360.3 376.2 391.4 361.1 387.8 406.0 369.6

Social welfare W1: V · S9
f,t − Cb

V = 1146 695.6 782.7 972.6 1004.6 940.7 1002.6 1049.6 955.7
Social welfare W2: V · S9

f,t − 2 · Cb

V = 1146 695.6 782.7 963.1 999.6 926.8 991.0 1043.7 938.4

(b) Copying task mistakes

All positions Last position
Type of mistake(%) Final Own Buy-final Buy-own Final Own Buy-final Buy-own

Own mistake 4.37 3.53 3.7 3.13 1.98 3.57 3.97 3.17
Other mistake 20.5 15.96 12.13 9.7 35.32 28.17 14.68 11.51
Both mistakes 1.68 0.44 0.62 0.26 1.98 0 1.59 0.79
Total error rate 26.55 19.93 16.45 13.09 39.28 31.74 20.24 15.47

Accuracy rate 73.46 80.07 83.55 86.9 60.71 68.25 79.76 84.52

N 2268 2268 2268 2268 252 252 252 252

(c) Message buying behavior

All positions Last position
Message buying behavior(%) Buy-final Buy-own Buy-final Buy-own

Not Buy | Wrong message 10.49 7.94 9.52 7.94
Buy | Correct message 12.17 15.21 32.54 28.17
Buy | Wrong message 2.25 2.03 6.75 4.37

Not Buy | Correct message 75.09 74.82 51.19 59.52

Notes. This table reports summary statistics of (a) payoff and profit; (b) copying task mistakes; (c) types of

message buying behavior. For (a), a comprehensive extension including message buying cost and proportion of

participants copying message correct is reported in the Appendix (Table A4a). For (c), message buying behavior

are classified into four types: not buying while the onscreen message is wrong; buying while the onscreen message

is correct; buying and the onscreen message is wrong and not buying when the onscreen message is correct. For

detailed analysis of message buying behavior please see Appendix A.5.
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Table 7: Firm’s profit, agents’ income and social welfare analysis: Random effect model

Firm’s Profit Workers’ Income Social Welfare
Scenario 1 Scenario 2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Own -0.925 -33.09 87.10*** 66.61*** 33.51 33.54
(Baseline: Final) (52.24) (41.81) (28.73) (20.45) (60.28) (60.19)

Buy-final 173.2*** 272.8*** 103.0*** 159.7*** 432.5*** 431.5***
(43.63) (40.96) (28.21) (23.77) (63.46) (63.09)

Buy-own 191.3*** 281.7*** 114.6*** 177.5*** 459.2*** 456.0***
(43.61) (49.12) (26.26) (27.19) (74.42) (73.97)

Round 36.97*** 21.83*** 58.80*** 58.25***
(10.30) (5.495) (15.22) (15.13)

Cost of message (κi,t) -5.496** -3.821*** -9.317*** -10.14***
(2.330) (1.076) (3.271) (3.214)

Constant 420.8*** -1150.4 273.2*** -314.1 -1464.6 -1501.4
(39.22) (827.3) (25.47) (443.4) (1229.4) (1224.8)

Wald tests for linear restrictions
Buy-own - Buy-final 0.67 0.27 0.85 1.20 0.58 0.54
Buy-final - Own 4.42*** 6.90*** 1.88 4.86*** 6.60*** 6.62***
Buy-own - Own 4.87*** 6.05*** 1.86* 4.82*** 5.91*** 5.90***

Controls for firm’s characteristics ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Observations 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008 1008

Notes. This table presents regressions at the firm-task level. Columns 1-2 assess the firm’s profit as the outcome
variable, while columns 3-6 focus on social welfare, each employing distinct welfare measurement scenarios. All
regressions utilize a fixed project value of V = 1143. Columns 2 and 4-6 also control for the firm’s attributes:
average accuracy rates in practice tasks and Part 1 copying task (ai,t), average risk-seeking tendencies (ri),
average age, gender distribution, and proportion of participants with an economics major. Standard errors
clustered at the firm level are in parentheses. z-statistics from the Wald tests were reported under “Wald tests
for linear restrictions”. ∗p < 0.10, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.

In Final treatments, the firm gets what they paid for -each unit of investment in labor cost

corresponds to a 22.2% higher chance of a positive payoff. The dynamics are more intriguing in

Own treatments where the firm may get less than what they paid for -due to the discrepancy

between payment (tied to individual performance) and benefit (related to final outcome). As we

could see, it was indeed the case when message-buying was absent. The rate of return (ROR) on

labor investment is only 19% in Own, despite a higher final output. Interestingly, when message-

buying is introduced, the inefficiency in labor investment disappears as we could observe similar

ROR in Buy-own compared with Buy-final. In other words, the overall accuracy rate of copying

the original message correctly and the final rate of copying the original message correctly is the

same when message-buying is available. The fact that people buy more messages in Buy-own

compared to Buy-final, makes its overall performance highest in Buy-own compared to other

treatments, without significantly inflating the proportional costs to compensating workers. Similar

trends appear in worker’s income, income is maximized in Buy-own due to better performance

and individual performance-based incentivization. Final treatment, on the other hand, leads

to the lowest workers’ income due to the comparatively poor final outcomes. Evidence on the

econometric significance is reported in the regression models in Table 7. Compared to the baseline

Final treatment, the Own incentive scheme results in lower profits for the firm, though the

difference is not statistically significant. This trend is consistent when comparing the Buy-final

and Buy-own treatments. In contrast, in both Buy treatments, firm profits are significantly

higher than in treatments without message procurement, as evidenced by the Wald tests (e.g.,

Buy-own vs. Own).

The findings highlight the dual impact of incentivizing individual efforts and affording workers

the autonomy to contribute additional exertion: we can label this as the “incentivized autonomy

effect”. This appears a valuable tool for enhancing firms’ profitability. Figure 2 illustrates the
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Figure 2: Optimal incentive scheme for maximizing firm profits by project values

Notes. This figure reports the optimal incentive scheme that maximizes the firm’s profit as a function of project

values. It illustrates four distinct scenarios (from top to bottom): 1. High Exogenous Cost (Cost = 15): In this

scenario, the message buying cost is set exogeneously at a high price of 15. 2. Low Exogenous Cost (Cost = 3):

Here, the message buying cost is exogeneously determined, but it is set at a lower price of 3. 3. Endogenous Cost

(Cost = 3/15): In this case, the message buying cost is determined endogenously, either 3 or 15. 4. No Message

Buying Option: The final scenario explores a situation where the option to buy messages is unavailable. Within

this context, “No Project” denotes the condition where no project exists.

optimal contract range. Notably, when message-buying is not allowed, Own scheme is advan-

tageous to Final only when the size of the final product reaches a certain threshold, indicating

that it may be more suitable for chain-type organizations with substantial profit margins. On the

other hand, the Buy-own scheme demonstrates dominance across various scenarios, particularly

when combined with low message costs and for projects exceeding specific value thresholds. This

is attributed to the scheme’s substantial initial investment (lower intercept) and higher expected

output (steeper slope in its production function), making it the most profitable option for firms

with high project value.

Finally, in our analysis of social welfare, let us discuss two possible welfare scenarios.

1. (Primary scenario: Unpaid overtime working) Here, firms do not pay for the extra

effort, leaving workers to cover the cost themselves. W1 = V ·
∏

i ei − cb(m).

2. (Robustness check: Dual-burden cost model) This scenario involves both firms and

workers incurring the cost of additional effort, encompassing both administrative and conduct-

related expenses. W2 = V ·
∏

i ei − 2 · cb(m).

In our experiment, workers were responsible for the expenses associated with buying the original

message during the task, thus placing the burden of enhancing social outcomes on the shoulders

of the workers themselves. This represents our primary scenario. To draw a real-life parallel, one

could envision situations where weak labor union influence leads to workers putting in unpaid

overtime, effectively shouldering the social cost of increased effort. The robustness check scenario

represents a dual-burden cost model, where both parties incur costs due to additional efforts,

reflecting potential operational inefficiencies. For instance, workers may need to invest extra time

in double-checking with upstream colleagues (or preparing reports for bureaucratic purposes) to

verify the accuracy of the message. In this scenario, social costs are incurred twofold: first, for the

additional effort exerted by the worker, and second, for the opportunity cost incurred by the firm

when the worker diverts their time from other productive activities.

Result 4 (Social Welfare). Social welfare is significantly enhanced through the introduction of the

option for workers to exert additional costly effort: Buy-own ≥ Buy-final > Own ≥ Final.

These results partially support Hypothesis 4.
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Support. Support for Result 4 come from Table 6a and Table 7. Despite scenario distinctions, the

results are qualitatively consistent. Table 6a reports social welfare predictions for the two scenarios

when the project’s value is moderate (V = 1146). It can be seen from the table that social welfare

scores 1002.6 in the Buy-ownscenario and 972.6 in the Buy-finalscenario, both surpassing their

respective counterparts without message buying (782.7 forOwnand 695.6 for Final). To rigorously

evaluate the differences in welfare across various treatments, we employed regression analysis, with

social welfare as the dependent variable, as detailed in Table 7 (models 5 & 6). The findings, as

indicated in the table, show that compared to the baseline (Final), both Buy treatments result

in substantially higher social welfare, with statistical significance (p < 0.01).

Our findings highlight the nuanced balance between costs and benefits in different incentive

schemes, and are in line with contemporary research in the field. For instance, a recent study by

Goerg et al. (2019) examines the effectiveness of incentive schemes (contingent vs. fixed) in the

presence of implicit effort costs, providing valuable insights into how hidden costs can influence

the overall efficiency of various schemes. In a complementary manner, our study contributes to

this body of knowledge by showing case: the inclusion of explicit effort costs can catalyze welfare-

enhancing effects within organizations that promote autonomy (e.g., in Buy-own and Buy-final

treatments).

4.4 An error compound effect

Summarizing our above results, we observed very minor variations in effort levels across treatments,

while the final outcome and firm’s profit are both significantly higher in Buy-own when message-

buying is available and when participants are incentivized by their individual performance. This

leads to our first puzzle: How does a non-differentiated effort yield divergent final output and

profits across treatments?

To be precise, Result 1 demonstrates that workers do not shirk even in the Final incentive

scheme, with effort levels being overall treatment independent, and Result 2 demonstrates that

the final outcome is significantly higher with Buy-own. The fact that earlier mistakes in the

chain can have a larger negative externality compared to those in later positions leads to nonlinear

effects of initial efforts, which we dub the “Error Compound Effect”, describing the transmission

and amplification of the negative spillovers of earlier mistakes. The error compound effect has

two notable implications. First, the accuracy of the on-screen message is much lower in later

positions. Second, the differences in error rates across treatments, i.e., ∆Final−Own, are increasing

as a function of the position. Overall, this latter effect yields the significance of differences in final

outcomes between treatments.

To investigate this hypothesis, we decomposed the causes of workers’ failure in the task into

three distinct categories: own mistake, other’s mistake and both mistakes.

• Own mistake refers to situations when a player receives the correct original message on the

screen but incorrectly copies the message due to their own error.

• Other mistake refers to situations when players receive an incorrect original message on the

screen but correctly copy the wrong message.

• Both mistakes refer to situations when both the on-screen message and the players’ copying

of the message are erroneous.
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Result 5 (Error Compound Effect). Participants are more susceptible to incurring losses due to

others’ mistakes as the chain progresses, and the trend is more pronounced with the Final than

the Own incentive scheme.

Support. Support for Result 5 come from Table 6b, Figure 3, and Table A5. Table 6b presents the

proportion of each of the three types of mistakes leading to a failure of the copying task. Notably,

in the Final treatment, 20.5% of the times participants failed due to others’ mistakes, compared

with only 15.96% in Own treatment. The contrast becomes more pronounced when we focus solely

on the last position in the chain. In the Final treatment, 35.32% of the participants failed due to

receiving an incorrect original message, compared to 28.17% in the Own treatment. These results

suggest that while we may not detect significant differences in effort levels between the Final and

Own treatments, their final outcomes can significantly differ due to the multiplier effect of earlier

errors.

To illustrate, Figure 3 reports the proportion of other mistakes by position and treatment. Two

significant trends are revealed: an increasing proportion of others’ mistakes with position (first-

order position effect), and an expanding gap between Final and Own treatments as position

increases (second-order position effect). To examine the robustness of these trends, we conducted

regression analyses with mistake types as dependent variables, and the results are reported in

Table A5. The table demonstrates that early positions tend to involve more own-mistakes, while

later positions are more prone to others’ mistakes. Model 3-4 highlight that participants are less

likely to encounter losses from others’ mistakes in Own schemes without message-buying, holding

other factors constant. Model 4 explains this by showing that, relative to the baseline (position =

1), under the Final incentive scheme, later positions are more susceptible to losses from others’

mistakes compared to the Own incentive scheme.
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Figure 3: Proportion of Other-Mistake by position and treatment

In addition, we analyzed participants’ message-buying behavior from a Bayesian perspective.

It is found that the message buying is negatively corrected with the posterior Bayes prediction of

redundant buying, i.e., buy the message when the on-screen message is correct (as demonstrated

by P (Buy | Correct) in Table 6c). The overall efficiency loss from sub-optimal message buying is

around 10% of the total welfare. These additional results are reported in the Appendix A.5.
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4.5 Analysis of underlying motives

Our observations contradict our prior hypotheses in two ways. On one hand, the elicited beliefs

contradict our prior hypotheses in that they are rather similar in Base and Buy treatments—

though much more optimistic beliefs would be justified in Buy treatments. Considering that

the beliefs are fairly accurate in Base treatments, this suggests that subjects do not account for

message buying of others when formulating beliefs in Buy treatments. Indeed, after accounting for

such a neglect, the elicited beliefs are reasonably close to constituting rational expectations in all

treatments. On the other hand, the chosen effort levels contradict our prior hypotheses in that they

are largely position independent, largely treatment independent, and independent of the elicited

beliefs. This group of observations is central to the overall efficiency of chain-type organizations

but not immediately intuitive, and hence deserves a bit of additional analysis.

More specifically, three observations stand out in relation to our prior hypotheses. (1) In Final,

the final message is correct with a probability close to 60%, implying that there is a fairly high

chance that any effort goes to waste in Final. For this reason, we hypothesized that effort levels

are lower in Final than in Own, specifically for subjects in position 1, but this prediction is not

borne out in the data. Subjects in Final and Own exert similar levels of effort, always at the level

of subjects in position 1 of Own, whose effort is going to be relevant with 100% probability. This

suggests that all subjects act as if believing that their effort was going to be relevant with 100%

probability. (2) Our prediction for Buy-Final was that the final subject will likely buy the original

message, which is borne out in the data. Based on this prediction, subjects in early positions in

Buy-Final have little incentive to exert high effort, which is not borne out in the data, however:

subjects again seem to ignore that their effort is likely going to waste. (3) The beliefs about

the accuracy of the on-screen message vary widely between positions, from values close to 100%

to approximately 75%, but subjects’ accuracy rates do not respond substantially to these belief

changes, as individual levels of accuracy are not found to differ significantly between treatments,

across positions in Own, or as function of beliefs. This falsifies our strong prior prediction of

treatment differences and position dependence in Own, once more suggesting that subjects might

ignore their beliefs about their own effort to be ultimately payoff-relevant altogether. We shall refer

to this suggestion as belief negligence in the following. Above, we mentioned the alternative

hypothesis of adaptive coding, by which beliefs would cancel out in effort level choice, and in the

following, we analyze to which extent this is the case and can help explain our observations.

Modeling effort choice To this end, we set up a simple structural model. As before, player

i’s utility is u(x, ei), with payoff x and effort level ei, it is additively separable, and its partial

derivatives are uw(x) as well as ue(ei). Let v(X) = u(X, ei)− u(0, ei), which is independent of ei

by separability. We specify utilities as

u(x, ei) = xα/α− βe2i /2,

with α as individual risk attitude and β as individual ability parameter. We allow the latter to

be a function of time t to capture experience, as discussed shortly. Thus, ue(ei) = −βei, implying

the optimal effort level

e∗i = Pr(relevant) · v(X)/β

with Pr(relevant) as probability that accuracy in the present transcription task is going to be payoff

relevant and X = 50 as payoff in this case. The optimal effort ei in this expression is bounded
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above at 1 and below at 0, which we skip in the notation. For our structural analysis, we implement

these bounds by using the logistic representation of effort levels. This yields

e∗i =

(
1 + exp

{
λ1 − λ2 ·

Pr(relevant) · v(X)

β

})−1

as a baseline representation of effort choice, where v(X) = xα/36 = 50α/36 is the expected value

of the prize considering that 1 in 36 tasks is paid out to subjects. Skill β is defined to be,

Baseline: Skill β = β0 + β1 · Task−1 + β2 · Pos,

i.e. to be hyperbolic in time but potentially linear in the position within the chain. Following the

results above, we hypothesize that hyperbolic learning (β1) is significant while position (β2) is not,

but in order to be consistent, we control for position effects here as well.

As indicated, Pr(relevant) denotes the probability that a given player considers their own

accuracy to be payoff relevant. To illustrate, let us focus on the Own treatment. Here, the elicited

belief BelElic of the on-screen message being correct equates with the subjective probability that

their own effort is relevant to one’s payoff in a given task. Naturally, this elicited belief BelElic

would be used by subjects.5 In addition, to account for two ex-ante plausible alternatives, we

allow that subjects instead use a constant belief ϵ1 (essentially to express adaptive coding, see e.g.

Wilcox, 2011) or a position-independent belief that is a linear function of their individual accuracy

rate (avOwn, to express projection of the own “type”, see e.g. Breitmoser, 2019).

Pr(relevant) = (1− ϵ1 − ϵ2) ∗BelElic+ ϵ1 + ϵ2 ∗ avOwn

As indicated, we hypothesize ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0, but any deviation would indicate that subjects’ behavior

(also) depends on position-independent beliefs about the accuracy of others or on adaptive coding.

To evaluate this hypothesis, we shall verify if models neglecting adaptive coding (ϵ1 = 0) or both,

adaptive coding and projection (ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0) fit as well as the general model, which would indicate

the insignificance of these possible explanations.

Finally, in robustness checks we allow for two possible extensions of the model in order to

verify their relevance for describing behavior, one allowing for altruism and one allowing for subject

heterogeneity:

Altruism: Value v(X) = 50α + θ ·#OthAffected

Heterogeneity: Skill β = β0 + β1 ·Task−1 + β2 · Pos + θ · avOwn.

Likelihood function Using ei = (ei,l)l as the set of observations available for subject i, where

ei,l ∈ {0, 1} denotes the correctness of a copied message, the log-likelihood of model (α, β, θ, ϵ, λ)

given i’s behavior is

lli(α, β, θ, ϵ, λ | ei, µi) =

36∑
l=1

log
(
e∗i,lei,l + (1− e∗i,l)(1− ei,l)

)
5In Final treatments, we extrapolate the elicited belief about the on-screen message being correct to a belief

about the final message being correct by exponential extrapolation.
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where (e∗i,l, µ
∗
i,m) are the predictions relating to the observations (ei,l, µi,m), using the definitions

provided above. Aggregating across all subjects i, we obtain

LL(α, β, γ, δ, σ | e, µ) =
∑
i

lli(α, β, γ, δ, σ | ei, µi).

Results Table 8 reports the results. All three main models (“Baseline”, “Altruism”, “Hetero-

geneity”) fit about equally well in terms of their log-likelihood, and even the estimated parameter

values are very similar between models. This indicates that the results are robust and that the

extended models allowing for altruism or heterogeneity do no add much in terms of explanatory

power.

Table 8: Estimates and robustness checks of the structural analysis

Baseline Altruism Heterogeneity ϵ2 = 0 ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0

α 1.55⋆⋆
(0.1)

1.58⋆⋆
(0.11)

1.28⋆⋆
(0.12)

0.75⋆⋆
(0.39)

0.94⋆⋆
(0.25)

θ 0
(0)

0
(3.63)

2⋆⋆
(0.22)

2⋆⋆
(0.22)

2⋆⋆
(0.2)

β1 0.01⋆⋆
(0)

0.01⋆⋆
(0)

0.04⋆⋆
(0.01)

0.02⋆⋆
(0.01)

0.02⋆⋆
(0.01)

β2 0.02⋆
(0.01)

0.02⋆
(0.01)

0.06⋆
(0.03)

0.02
(0.02)

0.02
(0.02)

ϵ1 0.23
(0.48)

0.2
(0.46)

0.2
(0.53)

0.23
(3.38)

0
(−)

ϵ2 0.76⋆⋆
(0.48)

0.79⋆⋆
(0.46)

0.79⋆⋆
(0.53)

0
(−)

0
(−)

λ1 −1⋆⋆
(0.67)

−0.86⋆⋆
(0.7)

−0.9⋆⋆
(0.76)

1.05
(3.14)

0.59⋆⋆
(0.57)

λ2 1.26⋆⋆
(0.6)

1.1⋆⋆
(0.68)

1.16⋆⋆
(0.71)

0.94⋆⋆
(4.36)

0.34⋆⋆
(0.32)

log likelihood -1299.32 -1299.46 -1292.44 -1504.75 -1504.75

Note: The table reports the parameter erstimates of the structural model, with standard errors in parentheses and
asterisks indicating significance of difference from zero (with ⋆ denoting significance at the .05 level and ⋆⋆ denoting
the significance at the .01 level in two-sided likelihood-ratio tests).

Recalling that the belief that their own message will be relevant has been defined as

Pr(relevant) = (1− ϵ1 − ϵ2) ∗BelElic+ ϵ1 + ϵ2 ∗ avOwn,

the elicited belief BelElic has weight 1 − ϵ1 − ϵ2, the constant part of the belief is ϵ1, and the

average own accuracy has weight ϵ2. By our estimates, in all three unrestricted models, ϵ2 ≈ 0.8

and ϵ1 ≈ 0.2 in all models, implyig 1 − ϵ1 − ϵ2 = 0 — subjects indeed act independently of the

elicited belief about their own effort being relevant, confirming the suspected belief negligence.

As our results indicated, adaptive coding (as captured by ϵ1) itself is not directly significant, while

projection (ϵ2) is highly significant, the idea that the on-screen message is correct with a probability

close to the own accuracy rate when transcribing a single message.

The observation that the own accuracy rate correlates with the implicit belief that the own

effort is payoff-relevant, independently of the own position, cannot be interpreted independently of

adaptive coding, however. Instead, subjects act as if their own effort is relevant with a probability

close to 1 when transcribing a single message, as predicted by adaptive coding, but the actual belief

used by a given subject strongly correlates with their own average accuracy (weight ϵ2 = 0.8), as

predicted by projection.

Result 6 (Belief negligence). Subjects’ choices of effort levels are independent of the elicited beliefs

and position-independent (indicating adaptive coding), but highly correlated with their own accuracy

rate in transcribing a single messsage (indicating projection).
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The individual accuracy rates are similar across treatments, though not quite identical, which

explain the similar (yet not identical) effort levels across treatments. Finally, let us note that these

results hold very robustly across model specifications, while allowing for altruism does not improve

model fit and allowing for heterogeneity does so only to a rather limited extent—improving the

model by 7 likelihood points. In turn, removing adaptive coding and projection (ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0)

decreases the log-likelihood by more than 200 points, indicating that belief negligence is quantita-

tively of a much higher relevance than heterogeneity in our context.

5 Discussions and Conclusion

In this study, we investigated the impact of incentive schemes and information collection on worker

effort, organizational performance and overall welfare in a chain-type production function. Con-

tract theory has primarily focused on the role of monetary incentives in motivating agents to exert

high effort in order to achieve high performance (Holmström, 1979; Corgnet et al., 2015; Makris,

2003; Bolton and Dewatripont, 2004; Martimort and Laffont, 2009). Existing studies distinguish

monetary incentives into contingent (performance-based) and non-contingent (fixed) schemes and

predict that the share of the contingent payment is decreasing in the principal’s ability to monitor

the effort exerted by the agent (Eisenhardt, 1985; Conlon and Parks, 1990). Unlike classifying

incentive schemes by individual performance, we considered a case where joint efforts among an

array of agents determine final performance and explored whether the structure of the monetary

incentive, i.e., pay by own or pay by final performance, significantly impacts agents’ effort levels.

The risk in a classical principal-agent relationship comes from the randomness in the market, e.g.,

receiving bad outcomes even when the agent puts in high efforts, whereas the risk in our game

stems from the error compound effect, i.e., the detrimental effect of small mistakes at the beginning

of the agents’ information chain. We also contributed to agency theory by shedding light on the

appropriate incentive schemes to circumscribe error compound effects in organizations (Eisenhardt,

1988, 1989).

The complementarities in chain-type production make it similar to the minimum-effort game

whereby players simultaneously determine how much effort to invest into the team project and

the value of the final output is determined by the minimum effort input (Anderson et al., 2001).

In both scenarios cooperation matters, even with the existence of merely one shirker, the final

output will be largely undermined (Engelmann and Normann, 2010; Deck and Nikiforakis, 2012;

Cartwright, 2018). The key difference, however, is the interdependence and sequence in the chain-

type productions. The worker who is responsible for running regressions could exert additional

effort, for instance, re-doing the data cleaning, to improve joint performance, whereas such an

effort would be in vain in a minimum-effort task due to the independent nature of individual

inputs. More formally, when describing the probability of obtaining the optimal final output

as a function individual effort, our chain-type production resembles a Cobb-Douglas production

function (see below), while a minimum-effort task can be likened to a Leontief function (Cobb and

Douglas, 1928; Camerer, 2011).

We find that pay-by-own performance can induce marginally higher effort of each worker, but,

due cumulative nature of efforts in chain-type organizations, this yields substantially better welfare

outcomes overall. In our setting, the optimal incentive scheme for chain-type organizations is a pay-

by-own scheme where agents are able to exert additional effort when correcting mistakes made by

others at a low personal cost. This scheme generates what we labeled as an incentivized autonomy

effect: own incentives promote more effort input; autonomy in exerting additional effort further
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leads to better performance and higher own incentives.

Furthermore, we find that the impact of incentive schemes on worker effort and organizational

performance is influenced by the compounding nature of error propagation in a chain-type produc-

tion function. Specifically, minor errors in the early stages of the production process can accumulate

and lead to substantial discrepancies in the final output. This error compound effect highlights

the importance of designing incentive schemes that encourage workers to minimize errors in the

early stages of the production process. It ties to findings in network economics, particularly in

the domain of the chain-type networks (Elliott et al., 2014). The concept of cascade failures in

these network structures is especially relevant, showcasing the amplification of effects through the

network (Allen and Gale, 2000). For instance, Brunnermeier (2009) analyzed the 2007-2008 finan-

cial crisis and its cascading effects on credit markets and the broader economy. It delves into the

mechanisms that led to a liquidity crisis and how it amplified the initial shocks. In a similar vein,

Acemoglu et al. (2012) studies how shocks to a few agents can propagate through the network and

lead to cascade failures. We extend the understanding of error propagation into the domain of real

effort games, specifically within the context of chain-type productions. Our results underscore the

importance for managers to proactively undertake measures to mitigate error propagation within

organizations.

Our study also reveals a phenomenon of belief negligence, by which workers tend to neglect

the possibility that the own effort goes to waste due to (poor) inputs of others, which allows them

to focus solely on their own performance. Despite being reminiscent of bounded rationality, belief

negligence is highly motivating in our context and predicted by adaptive coding. This suggests

that the design of incentive schemes should also take into account the potential for belief negligence

and provide mechanisms to encourage workers to focus on the quality of their own work.

We succinctly summarize our findings with respect to the research questions raised at the

beginning (Section 1):

A1. (Effort Similarity) Participants exerted similar effort in Own compared to Final.

A2. (Better Outcome with Own) Despite similar effort levels, the final output substantially

improved under the Own incentive scheme, particularly in the presence of message-buying

as observed in the Buy-own treatment.

A3. (Incentivized Autonomy Effect) The Buy-own incentive scheme with low cost emerged

as the optimal choice in most scenarios, promoting worker welfare and firm interests.

A4. (Welfare Maximization) Social welfare reached its peak in the Buy-own incentive scheme

with low cost, aligning the interests of the firm while elevating overall social welfare within

chain-type organizations.

Furthermore, we provide two critical insights into the mechanisms underlying our primary

findings:

I1. (Error Compound Effect) The substantial differences in performance, coupled with negli-

gible gaps in effort levels, highlight an “error compound effect”, showcasing how minor errors

amplify as work progresses.

I2. (Belief Negligence) Participants exhibited effort input independent of their stated beliefs

about the on-screen messages (input) accuracy, which was beneficial to productivity in our

context, emphasizing the need to understand behavioral factors in incentive design.
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Belief negligence seems to be a manifestation of a more general principle in real effort tasks

found in recent experiments. Specifically, we observe that (to a large extent) subjective beliefs

about the payoff relevance of one’s efforts seem not to matter when choosing effort levels, which

seemingly complements previous observations that in many contexts monetary incentives seem not

to matter when choosing effort levels. For example, Araujo et al. (2016) find that output is highly

inelastic to monetary incentives in slider tasks, Erkal et al. (2018) show that subjects exert high

effort even if there are no monetary incentives in real-effort tournaments, DellaVigna et al. (2022)

show that the effort of workers is insensitive to the return to the employer, and Barron and Gravert

(2022) show that increases of confidence do not affect effort levels. While the overall picture seems

to be fairly complex, as all of these studies and for example Goerg et al. (2019) recently discussed,

our findings neatly fit into the overall picture suggesting that extrinsic factors have a tendency

to be much less relevant than previously thought — and, from this perspective, the rejection of

what appeared to be strong prior hypotheses in our experiment is plausible. While the underlying

behavioral motive is not clear, the link to adaptive coding that we have discussed, which is a

general pattern in the neural coding of utilities, may thus be part of an explanation for this fairly

wide set of results, which should be explored in future research.

In conclusion, our study raises important questions about the design of incentive schemes

and information collection in promoting worker effort and organizational performance in chain-

type production functions. Our findings suggest that incentivizing workers based on their own

performance and providing them with the autonomy to exert additional costly effort can lead to

higher performance outcomes and generate higher profits for the firm. In addition, our study also

highlights the importance of designing incentive schemes that account for the compounding nature

of error propagation and the potential for belief negligence.

However, it is important to acknowledge the inherent limitations of our research. The study was

conducted in a controlled laboratory setting with university students in China, offering valuable

insights but benefiting from exploration of its applicability to other subject pools and real-world

organizational settings. Moreover, our examination encompassed only two incentive schemes, un-

derscoring the need for broader investigations encompassing various incentive approaches to com-

prehensively fathom their impact on worker effort and organizational performance (Ross, 1973;

Makris, 2003).

Looking ahead, several intriguing questions deserve in-depth investigation. For instance, how

can organizations craft incentive structures to effectively motivate workers to minimize errors in

the initial production stages? Furthermore, what strategies can organizations employ to instill a

culture of precision and accountability among workers within chain-type production functions? We

hope that our study inspires further research on this topic.
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Appendices

A Additional tables and figures

A.1 Additional tables for Section 4.1 Overview

Table A1: Average belief of receiving correct message by treatment and message-buying behavior

Final Own Buy-final Buy-own
Position Not Buy Buy All Not buy Buy All

1 98.4 98.7 99.4 96.7 99.4 98.8 90.8 98.7
2 95.0 94.6 93.6 85.6 93.1 95.4 84.8 94.3
3 92.6 92.2 89.7 83.7 89.2 92.5 84.3 91.4
4 89.5 88.7 85.3 83.1 85.1 89.5 83.3 88.4
5 87.9 85.3 84.0 72.1 82.5 87.3 82.2 86.4
6 85.8 83.6 81.7 74.6 80.7 84.2 76.9 82.6
7 83.6 80.6 79.3 72.4 78.1 82.9 79.2 82.2
8 81.7 77.0 76.7 73.8 76.1 82.7 74.0 80.8
9 79.9 73.9 75.3 74.0 74.8 79.7 74.6 78.1
Total 88.3 86.1 85.8 75.8 84.3 88.7 79.0 87.0

Notes. This table reports the average belief of the probability of receiving a correct

original message by treatment. In Buy treatments, we report the average belief for

participants who bought and did not buy the original message separately and in

conjunction.
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A.2 Additional tables for Section 4.2: Effort and Final Outcome

Table A2: Workers’ effort level across treatment: Random effect logit model

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All Last Last Last

Copying on-screen message correctly (Mi,t)
Own 0.359 0.368 0.219 -0.00314 -0.00436 0.0726

(0.309) (0.316) (0.265) (0.570) (0.572) (0.548)

Buy-final 0.166 0.170 0.483* -0.481 -0.484 -0.0305
(0.277) (0.283) (0.255) (0.562) (0.565) (0.568)

Buy-own 0.523* 0.536* 0.556* -0.102 -0.103 0.0331
(0.317) (0.325) (0.288) (0.585) (0.587) (0.567)

Position (ni,t) 0.0188 0.0569**
(0.0267) (0.0279)

Task number (t) 0.0174** 0.0132* -0.00336 -0.00297
(0.00766) (0.00760) (0.0463) (0.0462)

Task number ( 1
t
) -1.503*** -1.558*** -6.895 -4.120

(0.293) (0.296) (13.92) (14.22)

Practice performance (ai) 0.484*** 0.525**
(0.109) (0.256)

Part 1 performance (ai) 0.485*** 0.283
(0.186) (0.436)

Belief (µi,t) 0.00878*** 0.0138**
(0.00258) (0.00594)

Buy message (bi,t) -0.184 -0.420
(0.282) (0.451)

Constant 3.418*** 3.286*** -1.356 3.983*** 4.485** 0.893
(0.194) (0.291) (1.260) (0.470) (1.845) (3.506)

Controls for individual characteristics ✓ ✓
Observations 9072 9072 9000 1008 1008 1000

Notes. The outcome variable for all regressions is copying the on-screen message correctly (Mi,t). Columns 1-3
encompass data from all positions; Columns 4-6 consider solely the last position. Columns 3 and 6 also control
for individual characteristics: Risk seeking (ri), CRT (ai), numeracy ability, age, gender, and whether majored
in economics. Missing values in columns 3 & 6 are due to a lack of answers in the demographic questionnaire.
Standard errors clustered at the subject level are in parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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Table A3: Copying original message correctly across treatment: Random effect logit model

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All All All Last Last Last

Copying original message correctly
Own 0.344** 0.364** 0.328** 0.363 0.380 0.394*

(0.148) (0.157) (0.142) (0.235) (0.247) (0.230)

Buy-final 0.760*** 0.801*** 0.692*** 1.515*** 1.586*** 1.267***
(0.153) (0.163) (0.145) (0.316) (0.329) (0.321)

Buy-own 1.047*** 1.099*** 0.855*** 1.777*** 1.856*** 1.569***
(0.155) (0.166) (0.148) (0.325) (0.343) (0.355)

Position (ni,t) -0.211*** -0.217*** 0 0
(0.0144) (0.0153) (.) (.)

Task number (t) 0.0334*** 0.0336*** -0.0250 -0.0282
(0.00334) (0.00338) (0.0228) (0.0229)

Task number ( 1
t
) -0.688*** -0.682*** -19.40*** -20.06***

(0.187) (0.188) (6.951) (7.028)

Practice performance (ai) 0.190*** 0.375***
(0.0548) (0.130)

Part 1 performance (ai) -0.00246 -0.332
(0.117) (0.278)

Belief (µi,t) 0.00394** 0.00688*
(0.00179) (0.00359)

Buy message (bi,t) 1.858*** 1.223***
(0.232) (0.389)

Constant 1.126*** 1.723*** 1.041 0.494*** 2.198** 0.909
(0.123) (0.165) (0.885) (0.179) (0.913) (2.146)

Controls for individual characteristics ✓ ✓
Observations 9072 9072 9000 1008 1008 1000

Notes. The outcome variable for all regressions is copying the original message correctly (Si,t). Columns
1-3 encompass data from all positions; Columns 4-6 consider solely the last position. Columns 3 and
6 also control for individual characteristics: Risk seeking (ri), CRT (ai), numeracy ability, age, gender,
and whether majored in economics. Missing values in columns 3 & 6 are due to a lack of answers in
the demographic questionnaire. Standard errors clustered at the subject level are in parentheses. ∗p <
0.10, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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A.3 Additional tables for Section 4.3: Profit, Income and Welfare

Table A4: Performance and welfare analysis

(a) Summary of payoff and profit

Final Own Buy-final Buy-own
Pooled Cost=3 Cost=15 Pooled Cost=3 Cost=15

Unit Observation: Individual Level
% copy origin (Si,t) 73.5 80.1 85.7 84 87.4 88.8 91.5 86
% buy message . . 14.4 18.5 10.3 17.2 21.7 12.8
Cost buy 0 0 1.1 0.6 1.5 1.3 0.7 1.9
Payoff 30.4 40.0 41.8 43.5 40.1 43.1 45.1 41.1
N : 63 Indv; 36 tasks 2268 2268 2268 1134 1134 2268 1134 1134

Unit Observation: Firm Level
% copy origin P9 (S9

f,t) 60.7 68.3 85.7 88.1 83.3 88.5 92.1 84.9
# buy message . . 1.3 1.7 0.9 1.6 2 1.2
N : 7 firms; 36 tasks 252 252 252 126 126 252 126 126

Notes. This table reports the summary statistics of the proportion of participants who copied the original
message correctly, overall, and in position 9 only. It also details the proportion of participants who bought
the original message and associated costs and payoff, overall and in position 9 only. All statistics are reported
separately at individual and firm levels.
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A.4 Additional tables for Section 4.4: Nonlinear effects

Table A5: Mistake analysis: Linear probability model.

Own mistake Other mistake
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Own -0.0150 -0.0273* -0.0348*** 0.0327***
(0.00993) (0.0160) (0.0119) (0.00823)

Buy -0.0115 -0.0115 -0.0732*** -0.0732***
(0.00993) (0.00993) (0.0119) (0.0119)

Position (ni,t) -0.00357*** -0.00331** 0.0262*** 0.0239***
(0.000925) (0.00128) (0.00177) (0.00213)

Final× Position (ni,t)=2 0.00331 0.0455***
(0.0141) (0.0130)

Final× Position (ni,t)=3 -0.0212 0.0851***
(0.0144) (0.0171)

Final× Position (ni,t)=4 -0.0218 0.0989***
(0.0140) (0.0206)

Final× Position (ni,t)=5 -0.0284** 0.0909***
(0.0144) (0.0236)

Final× Position (ni,t)=6 -0.0172 0.0809***
(0.0153) (0.0251)

Final× Position (ni,t)=7 -0.0119 0.0768***
(0.0160) (0.0269)

Final× Position (ni,t)=8 -0.0106 0.0707**
(0.0153) (0.0273)

Final× Position (ni,t)=9 -0.00331 0.0587*
(0.0182) (0.0299)

Constant 0.0754*** 0.0864*** 0.0687*** 0.0127*
(0.0139) (0.0166) (0.0126) (0.00687)

Observations 9072 9072 9072 9072

Notes. This table reports regressions at the individual-task level. Columns 1-2 assess
task failures due to “own mistake” as the outcome variables; Columns 3-4 assess task
failures due to “others’ mistakes” as the outcome variable. Standard errors clustered
at the subject level are in parentheses. ∗p < 0.10, ∗ ∗ p < 0.05, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01.
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A.5 Additional results on message buying behavior

Result 7 (Determinants of message buying). (1) Frequency of message buying is decreasing in the
empirical Bayesian prediction of P(Correct | Buy), i.e., a redundant buying behavior. (2) Message
buying behaviour is more likely when the cost is low. (3) Participants are less likely to buy message
when they gain more experience, and the experience effect is hyperbolic.

Support. Support for result 7 come from Table A6 and Figure A1. We first have a look at the
influence of beliefs on message buying. In Figure A1 we report participants’ probability of buying
message as a function of their self-reported belief (in %) of receiving the correct original message. It
could be clearly seen from the figure that there is a decreasing trend in both Buy treatments. The
size of the circle represents the number of observations with the specific belief and message-buying
probability. The clustering at the right-down corner indicates that the most prevalent scenario in
our experiment is when participants believe they were highly likely to receive the correct original
message and therefore they choose not to buy the original message. Risk-seeking participants are
more likely to buy messages at the later position of the chain, resulting in redundant effort in
Buy-final treatment.

How do Bayesian thinkers decide whether to buy the original message? We posit that they
will compare the conditional probabilities of two potential outcomes based on the potential buying
behavior: P (Correct | Buy) and P (Wrong | Buy), and only consider buying when the former
is smaller than the latter. In essence, we assume that Bayesians will only buy a message when
its usefulness is more likely than its lack thereof. To empirically test this conjecture, we generate
Bayesian predictions for P (Correct | Buy) using the equation 2, and incorporate these predic-
tions into the regressions presented in Table A6. The table reveals a notable trend: the empirical
Bayesian prediction of P (Correct | Buy) holds a significant negative association, even after ac-
counting for individual characteristics, risk-taking preferences, transcribing ability, and experience.
This suggests that participants are less inclined to purchase a message if they perceive it as more
likely to be redundant.

Not surprisingly, participants buy fewer messages when the cost is higher, consistent with
economic considerations. In addition, similar to effort level which increases as a hyperbolic function
of experience ( 1t ), we found that message-buying is a hyperbolic decreasing function of experience.
Intuitively, participants got more experienced at the task and therefore put less reliance on message-
buying. In real life, we could also see less overtime working after employees became relatively more
experienced.

P (Correct | Buy) =
P (Buy | Correct)P (Correct)

P (Buy | Correct)P (Correct) + P (Buy | Wrong)P (Wrong)
(2)
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Figure A1: Message buying behavior and belief

Result 8 (Sub-optimal message-buying behavior). (a) Overall, participants suffer 10% welfare loss
due to two types of ex-post sub-optimal message buying behaviors. (b) Participants in the Buy-
final incentive scheme are more likely to buy the original message, when the on-screen message
is correct, compared to Buy-own, especially in later positions.

Support. Support for result 8 come from Table 6c, Figure ??. and Table A7. To examine the
willingness to buy and efficiency, we classify the message buying behavior into four types, varying
whether participants received the correct original message and whether the participant bought the
message:

(i) They received the wrong message but did not buy the original message, i.e., P(Not Buy |
Wrong).

(ii) They received the correct message but bought the original message, i.e., P(Buy | Correct).

(iii) They received the wrong message and bought the original message, i.e., P(Buy | Wrong).

(iv) They received the correct message and did not buy the original message, i.e., P(Not Buy |
Correct).

Table 6c reports the proportion of participants for each type. Overall, participants bought the
original message 14.42% of the times in Buy-final and 17.24% of the times in Buy-own across
all positions. And the proportions are higher when we only look at the last positions, 39.29%
bought the original message in Buy-final, and 32.54% in Buy-own. To examine the efficiency
of message buying, we focus on the final outcome. In Buy-final treatment, participants in
the last position received an incorrect message 16.27% of the times, and among all those 41.46%

( P (Buy|Wrong)
P (Buy|Wrong)+P (NotBuy|Wrong )) bought the original message. Similarly, inBuy-own, participants

received an incorrect message 12.3% of the time among which only 35.48% bought the message.
Conditional on receiving the wrong message, the proportion of participants’ message-buying be-
havior is summarized in Table 6c as seen in P(Buy | Wrong) and P(Not Buy | Wrong). Workers
as well as firms suffer welfare losses from P(Not Buy | Wrong), and we define this sub-optimal
message buying behavior as should buy. The estimated welfare loss from not buying the original
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message when participants should have bought is around 3.66 yuan, which is equivalent to 8.6%
of the total average payoff in Buy treatments.6

The other source of inefficiency stems from participants buying the original message when it
was not necessary, this applied to all positions in the chain. Overall, participants received the
correct original message 87.26% of the times in Buy-final and 90.04% of the times in Buy-own.

Among these, 13.95% ( P (Buy|Correct)
P (Buy|Correct)+P (NotBuy|Correct) ) participants bought the original message

in Buy-final and 16.9% in Buy-own. We define this message buying behavior as redundant, as
shown in Table 6c as P(Buy | Correct). The total welfare loss from redundant buy is 1.02 yuan
across Buy treatments, which is equivalent to 2.4% of the total average payoff.

Table A6: Message buying: Linear probability model.

(1) (2) (3)
Buy-own Buy-final Pooled

Cost of message (κi,t) -0.00851*** -0.00770*** -0.00810***
(0.00209) (0.00148) (0.00133)

Bayes P(Buy|Correct) -0.400** -0.331** -0.314***
(0.163) (0.162) (0.111)

Task number (t) 0.000597 0.000217 0.000364
(0.00129) (0.000996) (0.000836)

Task number ( 1
t
) -0.165*** -0.125** -0.148***

(0.0500) (0.0478) (0.0342)

Practice performance (ai) 0.0553 0.0471 0.0420
(0.0550) (0.0335) (0.0336)

Part 1 performance (ai) -0.169* 0.0156 -0.0307
(0.0874) (0.0616) (0.0502)

Age 0.000988*** 0.00975 0.000858**
(0.000248) (0.0119) (0.000383)

Economic major 0.169** 0.0223 0.0645
(0.0723) (0.0557) (0.0432)

Numeracy task -0.206 0.0124 -0.0532
(0.130) (0.0445) (0.0650)

Male 0.103 0.0772 0.0881*
(0.0702) (0.0570) (0.0480)

Risk seeking (ri) -0.00960 0.0341 0.00400
(0.0200) (0.0418) (0.0246)

CRT (ai) 0.0477 -0.00242 0.0218
(0.0529) (0.0294) (0.0276)

Constant 1.709** 0.146 0.702*
(0.803) (0.371) (0.399)

Observations 2231 2230 4461

Standard errors in parentheses
* p¡0.10, ** p¡0.05, *** p¡0.010

6The welfare loss is estimated by calculating the hypothetical payoff assuming participants have bought the
original message when they received the wrong message. To take into account the influence of effort level on
accuracy rate, we only recorded a positive payoff when participants copied the on-screen message correctly in their
actual behavior.
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Table A7: Message buying: Random effect logit model

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Shouldbuy Shouldbuy Redundant Redundant

main
Own -0.317** 0.278 0.0173 -0.973**

(0.134) (0.311) (0.502) (0.460)

Position (ni,t) 0.115*** 0.132*** 0.437*** 0.365***
(0.0191) (0.0327) (0.0386) (0.0367)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=1 0 -3.159
(.) (.)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=2 0.667 -1.304**
(0.440) (0.654)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=3 1.087*** -1.255**
(0.325) (0.534)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=4 0.954*** -1.525***
(0.348) (0.564)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=5 0.965*** -1.230***
(0.352) (0.435)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=6 0.798** -1.177***
(0.373) (0.432)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=7 0.595* -1.477***
(0.320) (0.398)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=8 0.462 -1.534***
(0.361) (0.388)

Own=0 × Position (ni,t)=9 0 0
(.) (.)

Constant -2.828*** -3.524*** -6.036*** -4.617***
(0.136) (0.404) (0.431) (0.358)

/
lnsig2u -1.600*** -1.569*** 1.990*** 2.040***

(0.356) (0.351) (0.162) (0.166)
Observations 4536 4284 4536 4536

Standard errors in parentheses
* p¡0.10, ** p¡0.05, *** p¡0.010
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B Experimental instructions

Instructions

Welcome to this experimental session and thank you for taking part. All sessions take place in
exam-like conditions: please switch off your mobile devices and do not talk to other participants.
Every participant in this session receives the same experimental instructions. This session contains
two parts, Part 1 and Part 2. In each part, you will be instructed to do some copying tasks and
estimation tasks, which will be explained later. You will need to do 1 copying task and 9
estimation tasks in Part 1, and 36 copying tasks and 36 estimation tasks in Part 2. There
will also be a small number of questions at the end of the session, which again will be explained
later.

You will be able to earn some money during the experiment, which will be added to a 20 Yuan
participation fee.

Part 1 tasks

Copying task

In Part 1 of the experiment, you will be given a 12-character string that contains digits, symbols,
and special characters. One example of such a string is shown below.

3nd8e%f2cdr$

We call this string a message. The 6th and 12th characters in this message are always special
characters, and characters in other positions are always non-special ones (i.e. letters or numbers).
We say this is a message’s standard structure. The copying task you need to do is to copy the
message by typing exact the same digits, letters and special characters in the same order in the box
provided below the message. You need to complete the copying task within 20 seconds. After 20
seconds, the message together with the box will disappear.

Estimation task

After seeing the message, and before having 20 seconds to do the copying task, we will ask
you to do 9 estimation tasks. You need to estimate the probability (in percent) that you and other
participants copy the message correctly. For example, after seeing the above message and before
copying it in the blank, you need to estimate, out of 100 times of copying the message, how many
times do you expect other participants copy the message correctly.

Part 1 earnings

Earnings from the copying task

You will be paid at the end of the experiment.

At the end of the experiment, the computer will put the copying tasks in Part 1 and Part 2
in a pool. It will then randomly draw 1 task from that pool as the real copying task. Your
earnings will depend on your performance in the real copying task. We will pay you 50 Yuan is
the real copying task is successful. If the real copying task is from Part 1, then it is successful if
you correctly copy the 12-character message you are given.

Earnings from the estimation tasks

At the end of the experiment, the computer will put estimation tasks in Part 1 and Part 2
in a pool. It will then randomly draw 1 task from that pool as the real estimation task. If
the estimation task in Part 1 is real, we will pay you based on the answer you have given in
that estimation task. We use a standard payout scheme that ensures that you are always best off
providing your best possible estimate of this percentage. According to this scheme, you will have
a chance to earn 10 Yuan form the real estimation task at the end of the experiment (for details,
you may ask us after the experiment).
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Note that we set up the randomisation device in such a way that the real copying task and the
real estimation task will never be both from Part 1. In other words, if the copying task from Part
1 is real, then no estimation task from Part 1 will be real. Similarly, if an estimation task from
Part 1 is real, then the copying task from Part 1 will not be real.

Instructions (Part 2)7

Part 2 tasks

Information chain

In Part 2, you need to do the copying and estimation tasks in information chains. An
information chain has nine positions, taken by you and other eight participants in this session.
The player in Position 1 receives an original message from the computer. The original message
always contains 12 characters and has the standard structure, that is, The 6th and 12th characters
in this message are always special characters, and characters in other positions are always non-
special ones (i.e. letters or numbers). The player in Position 1 is asked to copy that message
and transmit it to the player in Position 2. The transmitted message will then be shown on the
latter player’s screen. Then the player in Position 2 is asked to copy the message and transmits
it to the player in Position 3, and then player in Position 3 is asked to copy the message to the
player in Position 4, and so on so forth. The last player in the information chain (i.e. the player
in Position 9) is asked to copy the message received from Position 8 back to the computer. Below
is an example of an information chain, each circle represents a participant in the corresponding
position:

Figure: An example of an Information Chain

You will be involved in nine information chains described above. Your position is always
different across these information chains. You are in Position 1 in the first information chain,
Position 2 in the second information chain. . . and Position 9 in the ninth information chain.

Copying task

You will start from the first information chain, in which you are in Position 1. The computer
will send you the original message, and you will need to copy that message and transmit it to
the player in Position 2 in the same chain. After doing that, you will be moved to the second
information chain in which you are in Position 2. The message transmitted by the participant in
Position 1 in the second information chain will be shown on your screen, and you are asked to
transmit your copied message to the participant in Position 3 in the same chain. After finishing
the task in the second information chain, you will be moved to the third information chain in
which you are in Position 3. You are asked to copy the message received from the participant in
Position 2 and transmit it to the participant in Position 4 in that chain, and so on so forth. In the
end, you will be in the ninth information chain in which you are in the last position (i.e. Position
9). The message transmitted by the participant in Position 8 in that chain will be shown on your
screen, and you are asked to copy that message and transmit it back to the computer. You need
to complete each copying task within 20 seconds.

Estimation task

You need to do an estimation task after seeing the message from the previous player in the
chain (or from the computer if you are in Position 1). You need to estimate how likely the message
you receive from the previous player (or the computer if you are in Position 1) is the same as the
original message. As noted above, the computer always sends the original message.

7Instructions for part 2 were given to participants after part 1 finished.
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Note that in the cases in which the message sent by your previous player does not have a
standard structure (so it must be different from the original message), the computer will always
re-organise that message to make sure that it has a standard structure, and then show the re-
organised message on your screen. In other words, you cannot use message structures as a tool to
increase the accuracy of your estimation. Also note that the computer will re-organise the message
in a way that the re-organised message shown on your screen is always different from the original
one.

Round

The experiment has four rounds. In each round, you will be involved in the 9 information
chains as the ones described above, and be asked to do the corresponding copying and estimation
tasks. You will always start from being in Position 1 at the beginning of a round, then be in
Position 2, then be in Position 3, and so on until you are in Position 9 in the last information chain
each round. After you finish the last information chain, the round finishes.

In total, you will be involved in 36 information chains in Part 2 (i.e., four rounds with nine
information chains in each round), and you need to complete one copying task and one estimation
task in each information chain you are involved in. So in Part 2, you will need to do 36 copying
tasks and 36 estimation tasks in total. The original messages from the computer and the sequence
of the players in each chain are always different.

[For treatments Buy-final & Buy-own: In each copying task, you will be given a chance to
pay and reveal the original message sent by the computer. If you choose to reveal the original
message of an information chain, you will need to pay 15 (3) Yuan if that information chain is
in Rounds 1 and 2, and 3 (15) Yuan if it is in Rounds 3 and 4. After paying the amount in the
copying task, the original message for that information chain will be shown on the page where you
do the copying task.]

Part 2 earnings

Earnings from the copying task

At the end of the experiment, the computer will put the copying tasks in Part 1 and Part 2 in a
pool. It will then randomly draw 1 real copying task from that pool. You will be paid 50 Yuan
if the real copying task is successfully completed. If you choose to reveal the original message in
the real copying task, you will need to pay the corresponding costs for revealing that information.
If you choose not to reveal the original message in the real copying task, you do not need to pay
anything.

[For treatments Final&Buy-final: We say a copying task is successful only if the original
message is correctly transmitted back to the computer by the participant in the last position
(i.e. Position 9). For example, if the participants in Positions 1 to 8 correctly copy the original
message, but the last participant copied the original message incorrectly, then we say that this
copying task is unsuccessful for all the participants in that information chain.]

[For treatments Own&Buy-own: We say a copying task is successful if the message you trans-
mit to the next participant is the same as the original message. For example, if the participants
in Positions 1 to 8 correctly copy the original message, but the last participant copied the orig-
inal message incorrectly, then we say the copying task is successful for Participants 1 to 8, but
unsuccessful for Participant 9.]

Earnings from the estimation task

At the end of the experiment, if the copying task in Part 1 is not real, then the computer will
put estimation tasks in Part 1 and Part 2 in a pool, and randomly draw 1 real estimation task
from it. If the copying task in Part 1 is real, then the real estimation task will be from Part 2 only.
We use a standard payout scheme that ensures that you are always best off providing your best
possible estimate of this percentage. According to this scheme, you will have a chance to earn 10
Yuan form the real estimation task at the end of the experiment (for details, you may ask us after
the experiment).

Note that we set up the randomisation device in a way that:
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1. It will never be the case that the real copying task and the real estimation task are both
from Part 1.

2. It will never be the case that the real copying task and the real estimation task are both
from the same information chain in Part 2.

Total earnings

Your total earnings = earnings from the real copying task + earnings from the real estimation
task + 20 Yuan participation fee + Up to 15.9 Yuan from three individual tasks at the end of this
experiment.

The structure of the experiment and the rules of earnings are the same for all the participants
in this session.
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C Experimental procedure

C.1 Part 1 estimation task

In part 1, participants were ask to complete 9 estimation task where they provide their best guess
of the probability that them-self and other participants copied the message correct. Details of the
questions are shown as following:

There is % probability that I replicated the message correctly.

Imagine the message will be sequentially transmitted by 8 other participants, i.e. the first
participant sends the message she recorded to the 2nd participant, and 2nd participant sends the
message to the 3rd participant . . . (i.e. a chain). What is the chance do you think the original
message will be correctly replicated by all participants in that chain. Please provide your best
guess of the probabilities in this list. One of your answers will be drawn at random and paid out
according to the aforementioned payout scheme that ensures you indeed are best off providing your
best-possible guess of these probabilities.

There is a % chance that a chain of 1 other participant replicated the original message
correctly.
There is a % chance that a chain of 2 other participants replicated the original mes-
sage correctly.
There is a % chance that a chain of 3 other participants replicated the original mes-
sage correctly.
There is a % chance that a chain of 4 other participants replicated the original mes-
sage correctly.
There is a % chance that a chain of 5 other participants replicated the original mes-
sage correctly.
There is a % chance that a chain of 6 other participants replicated the original mes-
sage correctly.
There is a % chance that a chain of 7 other participants replicated the original mes-
sage correctly.
There is a % chance that a chain of 8 other participants replicated the original mes-
sage correctly.

C.2 Logistic of the information chain in part 2

Participants are divided into groups of 9. Each participant in the group involves in 9 concurrent
“information chains”, and her position in each of these chains is different. Denote the identity of
the subjects as 1, 2, . . . , 9, their position in the 9 information chains is shown below:

Position of . . .

Chain/Player# one two three four five six seven eight nine

Chain 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Chain 2 2 4 7 1 6 9 3 5 8
Chain 3 3 1 4 9 2 8 6 7 5
Chain 4 7 6 1 8 9 5 4 3 2
Chain 5 8 3 9 6 4 1 5 2 7
Chain 6 5 9 8 7 3 4 2 6 1
Chain 7 9 7 2 5 1 3 8 4 6
Chain 8 6 8 5 3 7 2 1 9 4
Chain 9 4 5 6 2 8 7 9 1 3

Table A8: Positions of players in a block
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The position of subjects in each chain is predetermined in pre-registered sequences in order to
make the concurrent chain possible and efficient. By which we mean that each participant is in 9
different positions exact once in the 9 different chains; and the chance that each participant meets
the same upstream player (predecessor) is minimized to reduce confounding from learning effect.

C.3 Post-experiment tasks

Numeracy task: Now you have finished the main part of the experiment, before you are getting
paid, please answering the following questions. You will have chance to earn additional payoff in
these questions.

Please complete the following numerical questions. You will be paid 0.5 RMB for each correct
answer you will make. In total you can make up to 3 RMB in this part.

1. 35 + 3× 16 =

2. (67 + 8)÷ 3 =

3. 15− 67× 2 + 45÷ 5 =

4. (3.16 + 0.77)× 2 =

5. 44− 35 + 18× 3 =

6. 21× 56 + 168÷ 4 =

Cognitive reflection task: Please complete the following questions. You will be paid 1RMB
for each correct answer you will make. In total you can make up to 3RMB in this part.

1. A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball. How much does
the ball cost?

2. If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take 100 machines to
make 100 widgets?

3. In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Every day, the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48
days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the patch to cover half
of the lake?

Bomb risk elicitation task: In the following, you will see a 10x10 matrix containing 100 boxes
on your screen.

As soon as you start the task by hitting the ‘Start’ button, one of the boxes is collected per
second, starting from the top-left corner. Once collected, the box marked by a tick symbol. For
each box collected you earn 0.1 RMB.

Behind one of the boxes hides a bomb that destroys everything that has been collected. The
remaining 99 boxes are worth 0.1 RMB each. You do not know where the bomb is located. You
only know that the bomb can be in any place with equal probability.

Your task is to choose when to stop the collecting process. You do so by hitting ‘Stop’ at any
time. If you collect the box where the bomb is located, the bomb will explode, and you will earn
zero. If you stop before collecting the bomb, you gain the amount accumulated that far.

At the end of the task boxes are toggled by hitting the ‘Solve’ button. A RMB sign or a fire
symbol (for the bomb) will be shown on each of your collected boxes.
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D Experimental screenshots

Figure A2: Part 1 - Estimation Task
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Figure A3: Part 1 - Copying Task
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Figure A4: Part 2 - Estimation Task
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Figure A5: Part 2 - Copying Task
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